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In August of 2016, a meeting was held in downtown Bridgeport. The state 
of Connecticut, with the help of CT Innovations and CTNext, came to meet 
with Bridgeport folks interested in applying for a grant called “Innovation 
Places,” a $30 million taxpayer funded initiative. This initiative seeks to support 
entrepreneurs and community leaders to develop Connecticut’s cities as places 
that will nurture and attract talent, weaving together education, networking, 
urban planning, and economic development. 

CTNext was looking for a team from Bridgeport that would focus on growing a 
network of talent, building strong partnerships, making a vibrant and sustainable 
community, and creating real economic activity. A group of us stayed around that 
table for seven months. And so, Bridgeport Innovation Place was born. 

Bridgeport Innovation Place is a place that “makes” people. It is a place 
that makes things. It is a place that matters to the region and to the world. 
This vision is a result of a seven month long process of discovery into our existing 
economic, physical, and social capabilities. 

In January, we contracted Larry Quick and David Platt of Resilient Futures, an 
Australian-based consulting team to advise us and coach us on our framework 
for this discovery process, so that we generate and continually update a 
vision grounded in Bridgeport’s current and emerging conditions, strategic 
opportunities/risks, and community values. Our team remains committed to that 
process of robust discovery to inform our decision-making. 

Introduction

Part 1
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Introduction

Part 2

While the work of breathing life into Bridgeport Innovation Place was guided 
by Resilient Futures, it is the people on our talented BIP Team who made 
this plan happen. Our collective knowledge of entrepreneurship, innovation, 
civic engagement, the arts, education, community work, land use, economic 
development, communication, and city history were invaluable. 

Building a disruptive and innovative vision for a city as complex and storied as 
Bridgeport takes some real guts, grit, and determination. A list of the rockstars on 
the BIP Team is provided in the Appendix.  

From community-based focus groups, to late night Zoom meetings; from 
trainings facilitated by CTNext to synthesizing (and re-synthesizing) our 
immediate and emergent conditions, we are so grateful to Resilient Futures for 
guiding this process. 

We are so grateful to CTNext for providing us with this opportunity. It taught us 
how to maintain a strategy in action and a plan in motion. It is teaching us how to 
build towards a resilient future. 

Love, 

The BIP Team
Natalie Pryce and George Estrada, Co-Chairs
Ed Lavernoich, Treasurer
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Bridgeport is: Connecticut’s largest city.

Home to 147,000 residents who are already working on charting new courses 
for our city.

A city of incredible assets, including broad waterfront access, transit-
orientated development, and industrial infrastructure that cannot be 
replicated anywhere else in the state.

Known as a place with a long history of innovation and entrepreneurship, a 
place that “makes things.”

Home to a thriving network of committed community-based organizations.

Home to a thriving network of culturally-rich, ethnically diverse communities.

An infrastructure-rich environment that can accommodate growth and 
innovation without displacement.

Poised to become Connecticut’s “Innovation City” once again, if there is a 
coordinated urban agenda that unleashes mutually beneficial relationships 
between our city, our region, our state, and the nation. 

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Trend Analysis

The State
Situation

According to an April 2016 report by the Commission on Economic Competitiveness, 
Connecticut’s economic growth is challenged by four key factors:

1
Technology is changing the way 

we work and live. This is impacting 
Connecticut’s core business sectors. 

2
Our neighbor states are 

out-competing us for residents and 
jobs. They are more livable and 

more affordable.  

3
Cities are and will be the centers 
of innovation for the foreseeable 
future. Fifty years of Connecticut’s 
suburban orientation means our 
cities desperately require clear 
and well-funded development 

strategies.

4
We are in a moment of fiscal 
crisis and broad uncertainty 

about what is possible.  
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Bridgeport is poised to be the solution for Connecticut. We are ready to build a 
coordinated urban agenda that addresses our state’s unique challenges. We will:

Grow
21ST-CENTURY 

ENTREPRENEURS
LIVABLE AND AFFORDABLE 

COMMUNITIES

INNOVATIVE 
URBAN STRATEGIES

Build

Make
NEW ECONOMIC 

POSSIBILITIES

Create

Trend Analysis

The City
Solution
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Strategy in Action for Communities 
The Bridgeport Innovation Places (BIP) Team has developed this strategic plan 
to act as the roadmap for all stakeholders and decision-makers working to 
achieve robust economic and innovative development in the Bridgeport region. 
The BIP vision that the team has crafted is the result of a seven month process 
of discovery, using the Strategy in Action for Communities (SiAC) framework 
developed by Resilient Futures to explore:

The immediate and emergent conditions that do (or could) impact Bridgeport; 

The strategic opportunities and associated risks (SORs) present within those 
conditions; 

The value that could be generated for Bridgeport through activation of the 
appropriate SORs at the right time; 

The specific capabilities required to pursue those SORs and/or that will be built 
because the SORs have been activated; 

The catalytic projects that will deliver value and build momentum; and 

The specific action plans that will enable all of the above to take place.

Executive 
Summary

Part 1

BIP
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Conditions and Pattern Analysis
Our comprehensive Conditions and Pattern Analysis (see Appendix) revealed a 
number of key themes, such as the need to leverage what is already happening 
and complement with new and the opportunity for cohesion and connectivity, 
that set the foundation for the BIP strategy and plan. Additional patterns 
identified included:

Leverage What is Already Happening and Complement with the New

City Hall Overload

Desensitizing Aesthetic

Impression of Lack of Vibrancy

Disconnected People Movement

Immense Latent Talent

Formal K-12 System Badly Broken

Opportunity for Cohesion

High Environmental Risk

Energy Ignorance

The Poor Organic Narrative

Burnout for Social Entrepreneurs

Manufacturing Strong

Socio-Economic Barriers to Homeownership

Building Small Business is an Opportunity, But Taking to Scale is Problematic

Attractive to Entrepreneurs

High Cost Health Issues

Downtown is a “Hassle”

Dangerous Bridgeport

Disconnected Neighborhood Planning

Executive 
Summary

Part 2
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Strategic Opportunities and Risks
Out of this in-depth Pattern Analysis, our team generated six initial “Strategic 
Opportunities and Risks” (SORs) and corresponding sub-SORs that became 
the backbone for our strategic phased approach to reclaiming Bridgeport as an 
Innovation Place. The SORs include: 

Bridgeport Synergy
Build the organizational capacity and governance structure that sits at the 
core of the BIP Network and oversees the Innovation Manager contracted 
to execute the plan

Fund Bridgeport
Develop a diversified funding strategy and synergize funding opportunities for 
investing in local innovation and entrepreneurship

Innovation City
Enhance and connect physical and social innovation assets through a citywide 
hub and spoke development strategy

Unleashing Talent
Understand and leverage formal and informal community knowledge and skills

Entrepreneurs for the Local Economy
Establish a framework for synergizing and energizing local entrepreneurial 
activity, focusing on manufacturing, education, retail, and creative industries

Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport
Promote and support small batch manufacturing and maximize shared spaces 
for “bump and chat”

Executive 
Summary

Part 3
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Conclusion
The BIP Team is committed to driving forward the next several years of work to 
grow, build, and create the Bridgeport Innovation Place Strategic Framework. 
During Phase 1, BIP will build sustainability by establishing the governance 
structure for the team, hiring an Innovation Manager, and setting up working 
groups to build the BIP Network and develop the Fund Bridgeport strategy. 
A comprehensive Communication and Outreach Strategy will support each of 
these initiatives while broadly disseminating a positive organic narrative for the 
city and our vision. During Phase 2, BIP will activate the Strategy in Action-based 
approach and conduct the research and pilot projects to inform Phase 3. During 
Phase 3, BIP will focus on maintaining and growing our strategic approach, from 
which additional SORs can be identified and brought online.

Executive 
Summary

Part 4
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Leaning into 
our Future



http://bportlibrary.org/hc/african-american-
heritage/mary-and-eliza-freeman-houses/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P._T._
Barnum#Politician_and_reformer 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridgeport,_
Connecticut#20th_century

1

2

Bridgeport: A journey from industrial heartland through 
Managed Adaptive Decline and into becoming an Innovation Place.

Bridgeport, from before it even incorporated, has been a place that matters. 
Little Liberia, a community of free people of color, was formed in Bridgeport’s 
South End in the 1820s. By 1853, the village was thriving with so much 
entrepreneurial energy from the whaling and shipping industry that an African 
American businessman from New York constructed a four-story destination 
resort for wealthy people of color, mentioned in a letter to Frederick Douglas.1 
PT Barnum brought his civic-minded entrepreneurial spirit to Bridgeport, 
practicing what he coined “profitable philanthropy.” Barnum argued that ““I 
have no desire to be considered much of a philanthropist...if by improving and 
beautifying our city Bridgeport, Connecticut, and adding to the pleasure and 
prosperity of my neighbors, I can do so at a profit, the incentive to ‘good works’ 
will be twice as strong as if it were otherwise.”2  The importance of investing in 
the local community as a basis for economic growth is in our history from the 
very beginning.

The seeds of Bridgeport as a place that matters, a place where things happen, 
and a place for diverse people to come together were thus planted in the 19th 
century and flourished during the first half of the 20th century. Our city has 
a deep history of innovation and entrepreneurship, emerging as the center 
of northeast manufacturing by the early 1900s. From corsets to typewriters, 
from automobiles to phonographs, by the 1930s there were over 500 factories 
“making things” in Bridgeport. A thriving population of European immigrants 
made up the labor for these factories and helped organize workers’ rights to an 
8-hour work day, a campaign that spread regionally and ultimately, nationwide.3 
Bridgeport had not only active manufacturing but activated citizens.

Where do we 
come from?

Part 1

BIP
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridgeport,_
Connecticut#History

http://www.nytimes.com/1990/02/25/nyregion/
bridgeport-is-fighting-its-dump-city-image.
html?pagewanted=1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridgeport,_
Connecticut#20th_century

The second half of the 20th century tells a different story. Deindustrialization 
and overseas competition led to large population and job loss in the 1970s 
and 1980s. As the jobs left Bridgeport, the European, middle to upper-
class communities left too, incentivized by other economic opportunities, 
as well as a built form development strategy that emphasized corporate 
office parks and suburban lifestyles. The communities of color in Bridgeport, 
shutout from economic opportunity and upward mobility due to structural 
racism, were burdened with maintaining a thriving civic and economic life 
while also dealing with the generational effects of concentrated poverty and 
environmental cleanup.4

Decades of mismanagement and political corruption also contributed to 
Bridgeport’s overall fiscal unhealth and general economic uncertainty.5 An 
attempt to file for bankruptcy protection in 1991 was overturned by a federal 
court, leaving Bridgeport in a precarious financial state at the dawn of a 
new millennium.6 

Globally over the last ten years, automation further disrupted manufacturing 
resulting in even more job loss. While manufacturing is still the largest job 
sector employer in Bridgeport and in the state, this rapid shift accelerated 
our city’s economic decline and had an indirect impact on a range of ancillary 
industries that support Bridgeport’s, as well as the state’s, economic stability.

After decades of neglect and divestment, Bridgeport does not have the 
human or financial development to counter these challenges. Those who 
continue to try often face insurmountable obstacles that lead to burnout 
and ultimately, relocation. Bridgeport is currently in a progressive state of 
Managed Adaptive Decline (MAD) – adapting to declining conditions in a 
seemingly well-managed manner.

Where do we 
come from?

Part 2

BIP
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We are now almost 20 years into this new century and Bridgeport’s future 
remains uncertain. In many ways this cycle of MAD has bottomed, but we 
still lack a formal, well-organized capability (competency, capacity and 
commitment) and coordination to finally break the cycle. We need to create 
a framework and foundation that will give Bridgeport the structure it needs 
to fulfil its potential as a 21st century economy for the 21st century needs of 
its people.

Bridgeport is not like other major cities in Connecticut. The conditions in 
Bridgeport are unique to our physical, social, and economic capabilities 
and rooted in our history. This means that Bridgeport requires strategic 
assistance that aligns with our specific needs. Only a coordinated, long-term, 
synergistic plan will make Bridgeport a place that matters again. 

This is a heavy lift. The State of Connecticut and the City of Bridgeport face 
limited resources and lack the ability to provide and manage the direct 
intervention that Bridgeport requires. Yet a strong group of community 
leaders in Bridgeport is emerging in these early stages of the CTNext 
Innovation Places initiative. These leaders represent the resiliency, creativity, 
and ingenuity here. They are an inclusive, accessible, technologically-savvy, 
talented, inventive, culturally-rich, artistic, and creative community that is 
ready to grow.

This group is committed to taking strategic, creative, and innovative 
approaches to Bridgeport’s development. They are scrappy and moving 
fast. But while they sow the seeds of innovation, building Bridgeport as an 
Innovation Place will take time. To progress and nurture such an ambitious 
agenda, this group needs a “parent company” – an Alphabet to their 
various Googles.

Where are 
we headed?

Part 1
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That is exactly what Bridgeport Innovation Place can – and will – be. 

Bridgeport Innovation Place is about empowering people and process. 
It is a coordinated effort to understand, unlock and leverage the 
capability to grow, build, and make talent. 

For BIP to be successful, we require significant assistance to develop the 
projects and people that stimulate and accelerate Bridgeport’s innovation.

We require significant assistance to identify, understand, and manage the 
types of projects that build Bridgeport for the new economy. 

We require significant assistance to create Bridgeport as an innovative place 
that once again matters to the people who call it home.

Where are 
we headed?

Part 2
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BIP Network and
Communication
Ecosystem



A key facet of the Bridgeport Innovation Places strategy and plan is the continuous 
development of a BIP Network and communication ecosystem. A comprehensive 
communication strategy, that includes genuine outreach, acknowledgement of 
power dynamics, and accountability metrics is essential to organizational success 
in the new economy. Who are we talking to and why? Who should we want to talk 
to and why? Who wants to talk to us and are we accessible? A living and breathing 
network is birthed out of this authentic process. 
 
An “IP” network is a communication network that uses Internet Protocol (IP) to 
send and receive messages between one or more computers. The BIP Network 
is therefore a communication network made up of local, regional, and global 
innovators, entrepreneurs, anchor institutions, civic and social leaders, the creative 
class, and a wide range of community stakeholders, that uses Innovation Protocol – a 
strategy behind unleashing and maximizing innovation – to share information and 
generate value among its members. This core of this Network is initially made up of 
the members of the Bridgeport Innovation Places Team (see Appendix).  

As the founding node within the Network, the BIP Team will continue our work to 
connect with and strategically activate industry, individuals and organizations that 
have capabilities that enhance our strategy and plan. As the BIP Network grows 
organically, we will complement its growth with a communication strategy that holds 
us accountable to that relationship. We are committed to building a socially, racially, 
ethnically, and geographically diverse BIP Network.

We also understand that our community is “outreached” to in many ways and by 
many groups with all manner of agendas. Outreach burnout is a real thing. After 
decades of organizations doing outreach with no follow through, big promises with 
new ideas are not enough to build community engagement and buy-in. That is why 
we are committed to developing a system of communication that disrupts current 
practices. We want the community and the BIP Network to outreach to Bridgeport 
Innovation Place too. 

BIP Network and 
Communication 
Ecosystem

BIP 19



PLANNING PHASE

Strategic Planning

• BIP Team
• Planning Grant application
• Strategic planning process
• Implementation Plan and 
   application

Communication Strategy

• Initial building the 
   BIP Network

Working Groups

• Conditions and 
   Pattern Analysis
• Validation of SORs
• Writing of Strategic Plan

Outreach

• Gathering research and data
• Community focus groups

+ Letter of Support from the City of Bridgeport

KEY GROUPS

City of 
Bridgeport

Bridgeport 
Innovation 
Place Team

Community

20



PHASE 1

Long Term 
Strategy Team

• Build BIP
  – Board of Directors 
  – Process Leaders 
  – Working Groups
  – Innovation Manager*

• Building BIP Network
• Creating funding strategy

Communication Strategy

• Building the BIP Network
• Creating a narrative
• Telling our story
• Sharing our ideas

Working Groups (SORs)

• Building the BIP Network
• Fund Bridgeport

Outreach

• Building the BIP Network

+ Advisory Task Force from the City of Bridgeport

* funded position

PHASE 2

Strategic Framework
Development and Plan

• Broad Research Projects
• Pilot Projects
• Bring on researcher(s)
• Writing of a Strategic   
   Framework 
• Innovation Manager 
   oversees

Communication Strategy

• Marketing the process and   
   planning
• Maintaining the BIP Network
• Sharing data and info

Working Groups

• Innovation City
• Unleashing Talent
• Entrepreneurs for the Local    
   Economy
• Micro-Manufacturing 
   Bridgeport
• Fund Bridgeport

Outreach

• To develop pilot projects
• To inform research projects
• To inform and support 
   working groups

+ Strategy Team from the City of Bridgeport
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PHASE 3

Strategic Framework
Implementation

• Implementation of phased  
   projects
• Hiring of additional BIP team
• Innovation Manager 
   oversees

Communication Strategy

• Marketing the Strategy
• Maintaining the BIP Network
• Sharing data and info
• Sharing project completion

Working Groups

• Fund Bridgeport
• TBD

Outreach

• TBD

+ InterDepartment Working Group 
   ie. OPED, Public Facilities, Parks Dept, etc.
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Our Process
Strategy in Action 
for Communities



Bridgeport is no stranger to plans. Since 1952, we’ve had six Master Plans, with 
a new one due out next year. We had a Park Master Plan developed in 2011, the 
Barnum Station TOD Plan, various NRZ plans, and just this February, released a 
2017 Waterfront Plan. But a plan is only as good as the capability to bring it to life. 
What makes our plan something that doesn’t just “sit on the shelf?” 

We believe disruptive and innovative change happens through aligning passionate 
people with the resources and development they need. We do not want to 
become a “project-based” entity. We do not want to grow into an institution. 
Rather, we want to invest in leadership because we are about entrepreneurs. We 
are about developing the diverse and creative people who make cities matter. 
Bridgeport Innovation Place, and its underlying process, marks the first time that 
Bridgeport has engaged in a holistic approach to economic development as 
human and social development. Bridgeport Innovation Place is what grows, 
builds, makes, and creates Bridgeport for the 21st century.

To develop the plan, we used the Strategy in Action for Communities Framework. 
A rigorous, robust and tested process that helps communities shape and 
implement strategies that make sense in a rapidly changing world. To develop that 
strategy, the Bridgeport Innovation Places Team explored:

The immediate and emergent conditions that do (or could) impact Bridgeport; 

The strategic opportunities and associated risks (SORs) that are present within 
those conditions; 

The value that can be generated for Bridgeport through activation of the 
appropriate SORs at the right time; 

The specific capabilities that will be required to pursue those SORs and / or that 
will be built because the SORs have been activated; 

The catalytic projects that will deliver value and build momentum; and 

The specific action plans that will enable all of the above to take place. 

Our Process
Strategy in Action 
for Communities

Part 1

BIP
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A Framework: “The Eight Lenses” 
We chose eight lenses to analyze a wide scope of current and emerging conditions and 
their inherent opportunities and risks. These lenses are a framework to view Bridgeport 
as a living, breathing innovation ecosystem. Those lenses are:

Social
Health, well-being, lived experience of the people in the community, depth of key social 
and social justice issues

Economic
Employment, unemployment, types of jobs / industries, income, relative rates 
of poverty, etc.

Environment
Open space, air quality, natural amenity, exposure to extreme weather, storm surge, etc.

Transportation
Formal transport system throughout the city, walkability, bikeability, links to other 
locations via road and rail, access to airports, internet access / broadband, etc.

Energy
Electric, gas (supply and distribution), transition to alternative forms, renewables, 
water, food, etc.

Community Knowledge
Formal education, public education plus higher education, quality of the K-12 system, 
entrepreneurship education and informal education – including tutoring programs, 
learning on the street, entrepreneurship that is learned by doing, etc.

Built Form
Development, quality of buildings, opportunities for growth, mix of use, etc.

Aesthetic
The senses of place including art, culture, food, music, cultural diversity and other things 
that make a place come alive (or go to sleep), etc.

BIP

Our Process
Strategy in Action 
for Communities

Part 2
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision-Making



In January, the BIP Team hosted a total of 8 focus groups, reaching a total of 145 
Bridgeport stakeholders. In each of these focus groups, individuals were asked to 
describe the current and emerging mega (global), macro (state/national) and micro 
(local) conditions in Bridgeport. 

Through this low-stakes process of no-strings-attached engagement, we were able 
to spark authentic dialogue. We then transcribed all the conditions and sorted 
them into the eight lenses. We asked ourselves, “which conditions are trends and 
patterns?” This baseline Conditions Analysis established a clear, shared context 
for our decision-making. We then investigated the strategic opportunities our 
conditions revealed, as well as their associated risks.   

Our comprehensive Conditions and Pattern Analysis (as outlined in Appendix) 
revealed a number of key patterns. These patterns, identified below, set the 
foundation for the BIP strategy and plan. 

One main pattern from the Conditions Analysis emerged:

Leverage What is Already Happening and Complement with the New
There is significant entrepreneurial activity already happening in Bridgeport. This 
activity comes out of a long and deep history of innovation and entrepreneurship. 
While the current activity is hampered by a number of other key conditions, the 
bones for making Bridgeport an Innovation Place are clearly here.

Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision–Making

Part 1
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Other key patterns that shape our strategy are:

City Hall Overload
The City is having to do more with less. There is no obvious way to generate new 
sustainable revenue given many of the other current conditions. The City’s staff 
capacity has been reduced over time and they are not able to keep up with the 
competing demands on their time. 

Desensitizing Aesthetic
Traveling through the city, including the downtown, is currently a desensitizing 
experience. The general tone is dull and grey and there is not a strong, consistent 
energy emanating within the place. 

Impression of Lack of Vibrancy
The challenges of the current aesthetic are exacerbated by the lack of vibrancy 
including the downtown. There is not significant activity on the streets, apart from 
when there are specific events. The shopfronts and streetscapes are not activated.

Disconnected People Movement
Public transport is efficient but doesn’t work well for everyone. Congress Street 
Bridge has been closed for many years. There is only one trucking route through 
the city due to low clearance under the railway. I-95 also cuts through the city.

Immense Latent Talent
There is significant untapped or underutilized talent particularly in manufacturing. 
There is a growing community of young, active, entrepreneurial people who are 
not authentically valued by the “old guard.”

Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision–Making

Part 2
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Formal K-12 System Badly Broken
High dropout rates and investment in a significant number of magnet and charter 
schools fail to address a system that continues to decay. Many community-based 
support organizations exist to cover the gaps not being met within the system.

Opportunity for Cohesion and Connectivity
At present, much of what happens in Bridgeport is ad hoc, takes places in silos and 
doesn’t produce the results, at scale, that are possible. The City can’t afford to take 
the lead and industry is siloed in practice. There is real opportunity to take the lead 
in promoting connectivity and cohesion among currently disparate activities.

High Environmental Risk 
24 linear miles of coastline with extreme exposure to storm surge and sea-level rise. 
The total cost of mitigation is well beyond what is possible to fund. This will remain 
an on-going risk and may be exacerbated by current national policy decisions.

Energy Ignorance
There is not a strong voice for the importance of understanding energy systems, 
the transition to renewables and any vulnerabilities in the current supply and 
distribution of energy. There is a strong voice for food as a key community energy 
source but water does not enter the conversation in the same way. Global energy 
security is a key issue.

The Poor Organic Narrative
Bridgeport is a victim of its own self-image. The story that is told about Bridgeport 
masks the reality of the many great things that are currently happening. The power 
of that narrative extends well beyond the city limits and becomes the story that 
others tell about the place as well.

Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision–Making

Part 3
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Burnout for Social Entrepreneurs
There is a strong, young, committed group of social entrepreneurs already doing 
great things within the city. Their passion and commitment means they are involved 
in many initiatives and are facing a high risk of burnout.

Manufacturing Strong
Historically Bridgeport has been a hotbed of manufacturing and innovation. 
Manufacturing is in the DNA of the place and the people. At present, there are 
over 160 small factories operating in Bridgeport.

Socio-Economic Barriers to Homeownership
High percentage of land-lord owned property due to low average incomes for 
many residents. This is exacerbated by the high property tax rate which make 
homeownership unaffordable for many. Urban blight is compounded in areas with 
high concentration of non-owner occupied properties. 

Building Small Business is an Opportunity but Taking to Scale is Problematic
The ecosystem to support the scaling of small business is not strong or well-
connected in Bridgeport. There is risk of start-ups moving to other places rather 
than staying in the City.

Attractive to Entrepreneurs
The city is attractive for passionate people looking to develop and test ideas. 
Bridgeport allows for a level of affordable experimentation, but these early-stage 
entrepreneurs need better and more support.

Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision–Making

Part 4
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High Cost Health Issues
There are significant community health issues including high rates of asthma, 
diabesity, heart disease, poor nutrition, etc. These are high cost issues for the 
community and bring the importance of health and well-being to the fore.

Downtown is a “Hassle”
The downtown of the City is seen as a difficult. It lacks key amenities such as 
grocery stores and retail shops. The addition of new, automated parking meters 
further disincentivize people from coming into the downtown.

“Dangerous” Bridgeport
There is a perception that Bridgeport is a dangerous place. This perception 
is grounded in a reality that is not well understood. There is not a shared view 
among residents as to how dangerous Bridgeport actually is. This perception has 
become part of the narrative of place.

Disconnected Neighborhood Planning
The neighborhood revitalization zones (NRZs) work in siloes and some may lack 
good governance and transparency. 

As a collective, these conditions inform the reality of Bridgeport; a city ripe with 
opportunity but a place that has been in Managed Adaptive Decline for decades. 
Grounded in this reality, the BIP strategy and plan must short-circuit the vicious-
cycle of MAD, set a firm foundation for the City becoming an Innovation Place 
and catalyze a series of activities that build a dynamic future for our community. 

Conditions 
and Patterns
Building a Shared 
Context for 
Decision–Making

Part 5
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Strategic 
Opportunities 
and Associated 
Risks (SORs)
Pursuing the 
Program that 
Makes Sense 
for Bridgeport



Out of this in-depth pattern analysis, our team generated six initial “Strategic 
Opportunities and Risks” or SORs. Each one was developed out of the opportunity 
and risk for cohesion and connectivity that our conditions revealed. These SORs, 
and their corresponding sub-SORs, then became the backbone for our Phase 1 
and Phase 2 plan and strategic approach to reclaiming Bridgeport as an 
Innovation Place. 

Through support from the State and other funding partners, BIP will create an 
open-platform for innovation in Bridgeport (SOR 2 – Innovation City). Through 
this platform, BIP will set and then continue to influence the local conditions 
that will make Bridgeport a place that unleashes, nurtures, retains and attracts 
entrepreneurs and innovators (SOR 3 – Unleashing Talent). 

Given the immediate conditions in Bridgeport, we cannot build the Unleashing 
Talent platform without synergizing and energizing those scrappy entrepreneurial 
activities into an organized framework (SOR 4 – Entrepreneurs for the Local 
Economy). This framework will feed directly into a series of magnets, the first of 
which we will be pilot in the downtown and link to relevant anchors including, 
but not limited to, Housatonic Community College, University of Bridgeport, 
Bridgeport Innovation Center and Bridgeport Trade and Technology Center (SOR 
5 – Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport).

Our approach to activating Bridgeport as an Innovation Place is replete with 
opportunity and is low risk as the immediate costs of building the capability 
required to further catalyze the appropriate and necessary activity is relatively low. 
There are, however, conditions which reinforce that getting the program of work 
started, managed and driving towards the anticipated outcomes is high risk. This is 
particularly due to the overstretched public resources within the City coupled with 
the fact that the BIP team as currently structured is comprised of passionate local 
people who are volunteers and/or have other, professional responsibilities.

Strategic 
Opportunities 
and Associated 
Risks (SORs)
Pursuing the 
Program that 
Makes Sense 
for Bridgeport

Part 1
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This speaks clearly to the need for an individual who is appropriately resourced 
to drive the strategy and deliver on the plan within a broader governance 
structure that sits at the core of the BIP Network (SOR 1 – Bridgeport Synergy). 
In addition, the conditions analysis reveals that there is not an existing network 
of funding sources within the City that can be readily accessed and leveraged to 
support innovation and entrepreneurship (beyond what is already happening) 
in Bridgeport. This will require a concerted effort to build this network within 
Bridgeport, through key connections to other places in CT and beyond – based on 
the value that can be generated locally for all involved (SOR 6 – Fund Bridgeport).

Our immediate priority for funding from CT Next is to bring SORs 1 and 6 online. 
The successful implementation of these two SORs establishes the platform on 
which our additional SORs can be activated. 

The full details of each of our priority SORs and the sub-SORs can be found in the 
SOR Worksheets in Appendix. The following is a summary of the focus and activity 
required to generate value and create synergy between the six.

Our six SORs are detailed in the following pages.

Strategic 
Opportunities 
and Associated 
Risks (SORs)
Pursuing the 
Program that 
Makes Sense 
for Bridgeport

Part 2
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Innovation City

Enhancing and connecting our physical and 
social innovation assets.

Our conditions revealed that Bridgeport is very livable 
and walkable, with many cultural and built form assets. 
Our conditions also revealed a fragmented development 
strategy and inaccessibility to transparent knowledge, 
education, and information. Finally, our conditions 
revealed an overall desensitizing aesthetic.

The objective of Hub and Spoke Development is to 
physically and spiritually link our Impact Area or “Hub” 
(Downtown) to our commercial corridors, assets, and/
or anchor institutions, or “Spokes,” weaving education 
and talent into an overall development strategy. We will 
develop a “Hub and Spoke” Tactical Urbanism Plan that 
includes a Built Form Plan for Bridgeport Innovation 
Place; build an alliance for local developers that includes 
“Development as Entrepreneurship;” and weave the 
“Aethos” or beautifying aesthetic into both.

Bridgeport Synergy

Building, networking, and synergizing our 
collective capabilities.
    
Our conditions revealed that Bridgeport has many valuable 
assets and innovations, but a negative organic narrative 
is grounded in misperceptions and poor communication. 
Our conditions also revealed an opportunity to synergize 
various entities working around entrepreneurship, 
innovation, and development. Finally, our conditions 
revealed that limited local capability means subpar 
planning results in failure.   
    
The objective of Bridgeport Synergy therefore is to 
create an effective system of communication and self-
organization. We will develop an organizational structure 
and governance that will allow us to continue our Strategy 
in Action process; build, map, and maintain the BIP 
Network and Bridgeport Innovation Timeline; and create 
and communicate a positive organic narrative about 
Bridgeport Innovation Place.

1 2
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Entrepreneurs for the 
Local Economy

Attracting, retaining, enhancing, enriching 
local entrepreneurship.

An analysis of our conditions reveals a pool of talent within 
the entrepreneurial/small business community in need of 
resources and support, an opportunity to bring partners 
together to enhance regional and local entrepreneurial 
education, and structural concerns and barriers that 
constrain current business growth.

Within the City of Bridgeport, manufacturing, education 
and retail are the top three industries driving our local 
economy, as well as a vibrant creative community that 
increases resident occupancy and creates attractions 
to the area. With that in mind we will work to create 
an environment that supports all entrepreneurs with a 
focus on some of these industries. We will fund and help 
develop an Entrepreneurial Society to provide a better 
networking platform for entrepreneurs and talent; we will 
fund and help develop a Retail Incubator for small retailers 
to launch and develop their businesses year-round; fund 
and help develop Design Night Out to provide a platform 
for the creative economy; and we will fund and develop 
a program to synergize entrepreneurial education in the 
local schools with higher ed and real-world experience.

Unleashing Talent

Understanding and leveraging formal and 
informal community knowledge and skills.
    
Our conditions revealed immense latent talent in 
Bridgeport. Our conditions also revealed a poor 
understanding and synergizing of our community’s 
informal and formal knowledge. Finally, our conditions 
revealed limited leadership and human development.

The objective of Unleashing Bridgeport’s Talent is to 
discover and unleash talent in our local and regional 
community. We will conduct a Community Knowledge 
Audit and Policy Plan, aimed at uncovering latent talent 
and skills, accelerating accreditation and reducing barriers 
to entry; develop strategic career planning and training 
partnerships that help unbundle and rebundle knowledge 
and skills; and engage in leadership development to 
manage burnout among passionate entrepreneurs. 
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Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport

Promoting and supporting small batch 
manufacturing in its various forms.

Our conditions revealed that manufacturing and 
technological skills in Bridgeport are present, but latent. 
Our conditions also revealed that advanced and micro-
manufacturing capabilities exist and can be leveraged to 
grow exponentially. Finally, our conditions revealed a clear 
opportunity to synergize our manufacturing history into our 
positive organic narrative.

The objective of Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport is 
to develop a strong micro-manufacturing industry by 
intentionally supporting small batch manufacturing and 
maximizing shared spaces for “bump and chat.”1 We will 
fund and help develop a co-working space for small batch 
manufacturing, possibly TechShop (http://www.techshop.
ws/) to encourage low barrier-to-entry for entrepreneurs; 
we will fund and help develop a Museum of American 
Manufacturing to encourage the storytelling and organic 
narrative to live and thrive; and we will fund and help 
develop an annual Launch Weekend for small batch 
manufacturing entrepreneurs. 

5

Fund Bridgeport

Developing a funding strategy with diverse 
revenue streams.

Our conditions revealed that Bridgeport Innovation Place 
currently has limited access to local capital and investment. 

The objective of Fund Bridgeport is to develop a network 
and system of communication with a diverse group 
of funders and funding opportunities. We will create 
a funding strategy; create and communicate “Why 
Bridgeport?”; and synergize funding opportunities with 
BIP Network and partners. 

6

Concept behind co-working/shared community spaces; they encourage cross-pollination of 
ideas that lead to business growth due to physical proximity and personal relationships.

1
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This is only the beginning. We envision two to three solid years of work ahead of 
us to grow, build, and a create Bridgeport Innovation Place Strategic Framework. 
Developed through rigorous research projects, tested and proven pilot projects, 
and tens of thousands of BIP Network connections, a clear BIP Strategy in Action 
will emerge as the roadmap for all stakeholders and decision-makers working 
around robust economic and innovation development in Bridgeport and our 
region. We envision BIP emerging as the centralized development entity for 
innovation and entrepreneurship in the Bridgeport region. We commit to being 
the connector of, facilitator of, and conduit for innovation in Bridgeport, not the 
institutional gatekeepers. 

We also commit to core values of fairness, equity, transparency and inclusivity 
when engaging in this work. We want to build innovative development that is 
impactful and meaningful for all Bridgeport communities, not a select few. Phase 1 
and Phase 2 of this plan are fundable by meeting critical milestones, which means 
there is flexibility in terms of bringing projects online and the physical timeline. 
We anticipate that Phase 3 would be the permanent implementation of the BIP 
Strategy in Action. This could require hiring of additional BIP staff to assist in 
managing some pilot projects into permanent entities, implementing policy from 
our research, permanently reimagining the built-form landscape, and disrupting 
what Bridgeport says about itself and what it says to the world.

Experimentation and Rigor
The time for Bridgeport Innovation Place is now. We cannot wait any longer to 
develop a clear, 21st century, global innovation strategy for Bridgeport and our 
region. The global trend has shifted to cities and we have a mandate to fully 
capitalize on that trend. 

Sequencing
Prioritizing the 
Activities that 
Make the most 
Sense Based on 
Conditions

Part 1
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The BIP Process Chart included in the Appendix provides an overview of the 
capabilities and resources required to activate each SOR1, as well as the milestones 
used to measure success for Phase 1 and Phase 2, and the catalytic actions 
required to produce real value delivered to Bridgeport and captured for BIP. As 
each SOR is brought online, the generated and captured values sync up to other 
SOR outcomes, creating a multiplying effect. 

Milestones will be considered completed once catalytic actions are taken, 
successfully executed, and reset/redefined. This will be a living, breathing 
assessment process to be managed through our partnership with CTNext. If certain 
milestones in Phase 1 or Phase 2 are not completed due to lack of capability and/or 
unsuccessful execution, an assessment of why and reassessment of funding moving 
forward would occur. 

The value captured and delivered from Phase 1 justifies moving into Phase 2. We 
must provide the disruptive value of a positive narrative, coalition of funders, and 
broad BIP Network to build the foundation for Phase 2 and Phase 3. We anticipate 
leveraging the value captured and value delivered from the first half of Phase 2 
to validate bringing the next phase of projects, plans, and research online from 
SOR 2 and SOR 3. Value may be created even without successful completion, 
however, and could result in a “pivot” to a new direction. BIP asks CTNext for the 
flexibility to pivot certain funding mid-milestone, but only if our Strategy In Action 
process provides enough evidence in support. In addition, Phase 3 actions will be 
identified, planned and sequence once Phase 2 has been fully activated, informed 
by the ongoing Strategy in Action process. 

The major challenges to implementing Bridgeport Innovation Place is lack of 
capital and lack of capability. We have an immediate need to develop clear 
strategies for funding and for organizational structure, to minimize burnout and 
to compensate people according to their real value. This is why we address those 
challenges as critical first steps to Phase 1 of our plan.

Sequencing
Prioritizing the 
Activities that 
Make the most 
Sense Based on 
Conditions

Part 2

BIP

Refer to the Budget document in the 
Appendix for a more in depth accounting 
of funding.
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In this first phase, Bridgeport Innovation Place will focus on 
building sustainability. 

We will build, network, and synergize our collective capabilities as a city and 
a region. This work includes creating a governance structure for the team, 
hiring an Innovation Manager, building a collaborative BIP Network through 
a BIP Network Working Group, and continuing the process of discovery (aka 
“Conditions Analysis”). We will also set up a Fund Bridgeport Working Group 
to focus specifically on developing a diverse and sustainable funding strategy. 
A comprehensive Communication and Outreach Strategy will target three 
key areas: 1) building and synergizing our extensive BIP Network 2) building a 
funding strategy and 3) creating, telling, and sharing a positive organic narrative 
about our city and our ideas. 

Phase 1
Building a 
sustainable 
platform for 
innovation

Activate 

Bridgeport Synergy
SOR 1

Fund Bridgeport
SOR 6
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In this second phase, Bridgeport Innovation Place will focus on 
activating a strategy in action-based approach to the implementation 
of a series of catalytic projects. 

The goal of Phase 2 is to do research and pilot projects to inform a Strategy in 
Action for Phase 3. 

We will implement two original pilot projects for RFP/feasibility: 1) a Retail 
Incubator, an indoor, shared-space marketplace for small retailers/product makers 
and 2) a Micro-Manufacturing Incubator, a co-working tech space for small batch 
manufacturers. These pilot projects will be pursued in alignment with the further 
development of existing co-working spaces such as the B:Hive.
 

We will link up with local, regional, and global partners to program some key events: 
1) a Launch Weekend, a “hackathon” for manufacturing entrepreneurs 2) Design 
Night Out, a quarterly event focused on networking entrepreneurs and the creative 
economy and 3) an Entrepreneurs Society, a monthly gathering of entrepreneurs at 
all stages of development from concept to in-the-market.

We will engage immediately in a Tactical Urbanism pilot project to link our Hub 
(the downtown) to our first Spoke (the South End/UB), in collaboration with the 
Bridgeport Art Trail, while also developing and planning sustainable built form and 
aesthetic upgrades for that corridor and citywide. 

We will engage in two broad research projects: 1) a “Hub and Spoke” Tactical 
Urbanism and Built Form Plan, focused on understanding the built form and 
aesthetic needs of our Hub and Spokes and 2) a Community Knowledge Audit and 
Policy Plan, focused on researching and making recommendations on formal and 
informal learning and knowledge to unleash latent talent.

BIP

Phase 2
Activating
Strategy in Action

Part 1

Activate 

Entrepreneurs for the 
Economy
SOR 4

Micro-Manufacturing 
Bridgeport
SOR 5

Innovation City
SOR 2

Unleashing Talent
SOR 3
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Finally, we will link up with regional and national partners to elevate and develop 
three key programs: 1) Strategic Career Training/Re-training Program, focused on 
repurposing skills for the new economy 2) Leadership Development Program for 
young entrepreneurs to build value and prevent burnout and 3) Entrepreneur Youth 
Program for Bridgeport youth to connect with the BIP Network and build real world 
experience. 

Communication and outreach will target three key area: 1) maintaining and 
growing our BIP Network, 2) marketing the process and planning and 3) sharing 
and collecting data. We anticipate writing a comprehensive Bridgeport Innovation 
Place Strategy in Action Plan towards the end of this phase. We envision seeing an 
entrepreneurial ecosystem of “creative makers” emerge.

BIP

Phase 2
Activating
Strategy in Action

Part 2

Activate 

Entrepreneurs for the 
Economy
SOR 4

Micro-Manufacturing 
Bridgeport
SOR 5

Innovation City
SOR 2

Unleashing Talent
SOR 3
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BIP

Real Estate Developers
Kuchma Corporation
Forestone
Poko Partners
Spinnaker
Bridgeport Neighborhood Trust
Neighborworks, Inc. 

Manufacturers and Resources
Sikorsky Aircraft
Lacey Manufacturing
Bigelow Tea
Le Coq
HCC Manufacturing Training Program
UB Industrial Design Program 

Educational Institutions
St. Vincent’s College
University of Bridgeport
Housantonic Community College
Fairfield University
Sacred Heart University
Bridgeport Public Schools
Bridgeport Regional Magnet Tech Schools
Bridgeport Public Library

Entrepreneur Networks, Resources, Incubators
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship Foundation
Life Bridge (WIBO)
UB Entrepreneurship Center
HCC Entrepreneurship Program
Junior Achievement Bridgeport
SCORE Bridgeport Chapter
Small Business Development Center
B:Hive Bridgeport
Bridgeport Trade and Technology Center
Bridgeport Innvovation Center
Council of Churches - Commecial Kitchen
Small Business Administration

Workforce Development
The Workplace

Funders
Capital for Change
Peoples United Bank
Webster Bank
Citibank
Bank of America
Fairfield County Community Foundation
UIL Holdings

Government
City of Bridgeport – Planning
City of Bridgeport – OPED
Bridgeport Economic Development Corp
MetroCOG
DSSD
Greater Bridgeport Transportation

Arts and Design Spaces
City Lights Gallery
The NEST
chaBridgeport
Read’s Artspace
American Fabrics Building
The Klein Memorial Auditorium
UB SASD

Healthcare Institutions
Bridgeport Hospital - Yale New Haven Health
St. Vincent Hospital
Optimus Health

Neighborhood Groups
Neighborhood Revitalization Zones
Generation Now
ILuvBPT

Business Networks
Bridgeport Regional Business Council
Bridgeport Chamber of Commerce
Greater Bridgeport Latino Network
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Southern Connecticut Chamber of Commerce
THRIVE

Innovation
Ecosystem

Part 2

Coming Online
Retail Incubator “Bootstrap Bridgeport”
Micro-Manufacturing Facility (TechShop)
Launch Weekend
Entrepreneurial Society
Entrepreneur Youth Program
UB Innovation Center
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In this third phase, Bridgeport Innovation Place will focus on 
maintaining and growing our strategic approach. 

Once we have built the platform, additional SORs can be identified and brought 
on stream. The work, goals, and objectives of this phase remain unknown and can 
only come out of the platform we build in Phase 1 and the research, projects, and 
programs of Phase 2. But we do know that we are working towards Bridgeport’s 
Bicentennial, which will be the year 2036. 

In 2036, Bridgeport will regain its position as one of the most innovative and thriving 
cities in the country. It is once again a place that makes things, a global leader in 
technology and innovation. It will have a healthy job market and good economic 
and educational opportunities for our diverse, culturally-rich communities. All areas 
of the city have filled in their density and designed their built form around aesthetic. 
Our waterfront development, green spaces, green infrastructure, energy systems 
and food systems are state-of-the-art and thriving. In 2036, Bridgeport is a healthy, 
ecologically-friendly, and vibrant place to grow, build, make, and create your dream!

Phase 3
Maintaining
Strategy in Action
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A place to grow 
your community.



A place to build 
your innovation.



A place to make 
your life.



A place to create 
your dream.
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Team Bios Valeria Bisceglia
BIP Network
Business advisor for the Small Business Development Center for Connecticut. Valeria 
is an advocate for efficiency, streamlining and building positive cultures in the small 
business environment, and has been assisting small business owners for 14 years.

Patrick Carelton
BIP Network
Deputy Director of Connecticut Metropolitan Council of Governments (MetroCOG), 
the regional planner agency and council of governments for the six community greater 
Bridgeport region. He previously worked for the City of Bridgeport’s central grants office. 

Elena Cahill
BIP Board
Brings 25 years of law, finance, education and entrepreneurial background to the Board. 
In addition to creating businesses for herself her career has allowed her to help other 
business entrepreneurs through her directing the angel investor forum, being an angel, 
and through her professional services. Additionally, she is the founder of the UB student 
entrepreneur center, which to date has launched 10 businesses and the chair of the 
entrepreneurship department at the University of Bridgeport.

George Estrada
BIP Network
Vice President for Facilities, University of Bridgeport. Lifelong resident of Bridgeport, 
volunteer within community more than 25 years. Considerable experience in 
manufacturing, former Director for Facilities, City of Bridgeport.
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Team Bios Carolyn Gonzalez
BIP Board
Over 15 years experience in economic and community development, launching, 
implementing and raising funds for real estate projects and programs that serve low 
and moderate income communities. She is the branding and communications manager 
at Capital for Change, Connecticut’s largest full-service Community Development 
Financial Institution. Carolyn is also a founding member of the Greater Bridgeport Latino 
Network serving as president since 2015. GBLN promotes community engagement 
through networking, education, communications and collaboration. Carolyn is a life-long 
Bridgeport resident and homeowner and lives in the Lake Forest neighborhood. 

Margot Gotterer
BIP Board
Bridgeport resident of the South End. Nonprofit consultant with 6 years of experience 
in strategic planning, facilitation, operations management, project management, grant 
writing, program development and evaluation. Specializes in local food systems planning 
and policy work. Margot is also the Chair of the Bridgeport Food Policy Council and on 
the board of Green Village Initiative and Bridgeport Generation Now. 

Calabria Heilmann
BIP Board
Co-founder of Hartford Prints! a retail company and urban brand, a resident of 
Bridgeport. Callie, 34, is uniquely positioned to have her finger on the pulse of the 
innovative entrepreneurship network and strategies across the state. Callie also brings 
marketing, branding, event-planning, cultural relevancy, community-building, and 
organizational expertise to the team through her work co-founding Farm to Street Dinner 
(Hartford), Design Night Out (Bridgeport and Hartford) and Bridgeport Generation Now 
(Bridgeport).
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Suzanne Kachmar
BIP Board
Executive Director of City Lights and Company, a nonprofit organization that serves the 
community through art, including exhibits and outreach for youth and adults and the annual 
city-wide Bridgeport Art Trail. This weekend-long signature event attracts 3000+ annually to 
tour Bridgeport to “SEE ART. TALK ART. BUY ART.” In 2009 through CT state funding, City 
Lights re-activated cultural programs on McLevy Green, featuring Cars and Canolis (Classic 
and Custom Car show).  

Marcella Kovac
BIP Board
Marcella, 35, is owner of The Bananaland, a creative agency founded in downtown 
Bridgeport 2010 and co-founder of B:Hive, downtown’s coworking space and community 
hub. Her expertise includes 10+ years of branding, marketing, graphic design, social media 
and entrepreneurship. Marcella is a champion of the small business community. She has 
developed and executed several community building events such as Design Night Out and 
Park City Pop Up. She is an active citizen involved in a variety of local organizations such as 
Bridgeport Generation Now and the Waterfront Advisory Committee. She’s a homeowner 
in the South End, one of the impact areas.

Philip Kuchma
BIP Board
Bridgeport Based, Kuchma Corporation, has been in business for over 40 years. Kuchma 
has demonstrated smart development, in the Bridgeport Downtown area, which are 
sustainable and should be a model for other investors/developers to build from. Kuchma 
Corporations, latest projects include The Bijou Theatre and establishing a nationally 
recognized Manufacturing Museum that will showcase all the innovative history of 
Bridgeport . Philip Kuchma, has also held many influential positions in the community, 
Bridgeport City Council Member, BRBC Chairman, BCC President, BEDCO Chairman, 
U.S.SBA Advocate of the Year.  Currently DSSD Commissioner, BRBC Exec Committee, 
Regional Plan Association CT Committee Member.

Team Bios
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Team Bios Edward Lavernoich
BIP Network
President, Bridgeport Economic Development Corporation. Graduate degrees in City 
Planning and Finance. Experienced municipal economic development professional, and 
grant manager. Not an innovator, but a skilled and politically savvy bureaucratic operative. 

Mike Moore
BIP Board
16 years+ experience in State and local economic development experience. Since 2011, 
Mike has served as the President/CEO of the Bridgeport Downtown Special Services 
District (DSSD). The Bridgeport DSSD represents the Business Improvement District 
for the Park City’s central business district. In that role, DSSD supplements municipal 
services to ensure Downtown Bridgeport is an attractive, welcoming environment for 
residents, visitors and investors. DSSD has adopted the urban design strategy of Creative 
Placemaking by which to leverage the value of Downtown’s parks/green spaces to draw 
cultural and economic activity. DSSD has also designed a marketing and events schedule 
that is intended to highlight Downtown’s emerging Creative Economy and attractive 
commercial and residential spaces. 

Pam Pirog
BIP Board
Chairperson of the Business Department at HCC, Professor of Entrepreneurship and 
Accounting, and coordinator of entrepreneurial education; partnering with local colleges 
and organizations, thereby supporting small business initiatives for both students and 
community members. Pam is a member of CT Consortium of Entrepreneurship Educators 
(CCEE), collaborating with colleagues regarding innovative entrepreneurial initiatives, and 
partnering with Junior Achievement (JA), and Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship 
(NFTE) in Bridgeport. Pam is also responsible for the creation of a non-credit QuickBooks 
course, and a summer entrepreneurial camp for local small business owners. 
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Team Bios Natalie Pryce
BIP Board
Owner of Pryceless Consulting which specializes in Small Business Coaching, Strategic 
Career Planning and Workforce Development with a successful 90% career placement 
rating. Natalie volunteers as a small business leader for WIBO, a 16- week Workshop in 
Business Opportunity; where she coaches new and established entrepreneurs through 
complexities of building a business. Natalie is also co-owner of I Luv Bpt, a community 
and social branding agency, which organizes the Downtown Thursdays Concert Series and 
Bridgeport Arts Festival. 

Mike Roer
BIP Board
Experience founding a manufacturing company and retail establishment in Bridgeport, 
plus the largest incubator in the state, the state business plan competition, Chairman of 
the Bridgeport Chamber of Commerce, Executive Director of Crossroads Venture Group 
and Venture Fair, CT Hedge Fund Association, Association for Corporate Growth, founder 
of the Connecticut Angel Guild, Angel Investor, Executive Director of CT Consortium of 
Entrepreneurship Educators, professor of entrepreneurship, EIR at UB, author of popular 
text “Launching a New Venture in Connecticut.”
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Bridgeport 
Innovation 
Timeline



2008
Plan of Conservation and Development
Policies: expanded mixed-use development, TOD, new urbanism

2010
Zoning Revisions
Pursuant to POCD policies

2013
City-Owned Eisenhower Center Transferred
Transferred to private developer for adaptive re-use

Downtown Housing
Dozens of private market-rate apartment developed

2017
Waterfront Plan Adoption
Plan: Six sites identified for action, four of these city-controlled, Spring 2017

Harral Security Wheeler Building
Adaptive re-use of former office building into 63 residential units and ground floor commercial

OPED “Standing Zoning Text Amendment Committee”
Formed to respond efficiently to zoning text amendment requests
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2017
Future Healthcare Systems Eco-Tech Business
Autoclave medical waste, opening Spring 2017

HCC Small Business Center
Opening Spring Semester 2017

HCC Entrepreneurial Summer Camp
To be launched Summer 2017

HCC New Venture Challenge
Also, ongoing participation in UB “Elevator Pitch Challenge”

HCC Building Addition and Renovation
Expand Art Dept., new science labs, “Distance Learning Corridor” June 2017

HCC Advanced Manufacturing Program Expansion   
Proposal under consideration for expansion of program

Steelpointe Harbor
3,000 linear ft walkway construction underway by December 2017 

Seaview Plaza
Initial commercial improvements expected to start in late 2017

Former Derecktor Waterfront Site
RFP initiated, approx 14 waterfront acres, City BPA initiative

City of Bridgeport Contemplating Entertainment District Plan
Emphasis on downtown and South End, ballpark, arena area
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2017
CT Main Street Technical Assistance Designation   
Pending: DSSD application for Elm and Fairfield corridor in downtown 

Hollow NRZ Plan Update
NRZ Plan to be finished in 2017

District Heating: Thermal Loop Project 
Initial phases expected to be installed in Fall 2017

University of Bridgeport Dormitories  
220 units, completed

Tulip Museum Main Street  
Completion expected Summer to Fall 2017 

Bridgeport Neighborhood Trust Westgate Apartments
48 unit complex scheduled for completion by year end 2017    

McLevy Square       
Forstone Capital, residential occupancy by year end 2017

Crescent Crossing 
Former FPV site 177 units, Phase IA and IB completion by end of 2017      

City of Bridgeport Downtown Capital Plan
In progress
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2018
UB Innovation Center, Bauer Hall    
Maker Space, International Trade Center, Student Entrepreneur Center, Alumni Incubator, January 2018 

Cherry Street Lofts and Charter School  
First apartments completed in 2018, 325 units by 2020    

Barnum Landing: BPJ Ferry Relocation   
Water Street Ferry terminal available for repurposing    

South End, Rebuild by Design Plan     
Final plan approved for public bid in 2018   

The Windward Apartments      
Phase I, Marina Village mixed income redevelopment, 400 units total       

Jayson and Newfield Apartments   
Adaptive re-use of 120 mixed-income apartments in downtown       

American Museum of Manufacturing       
Anticipated location downtown 40-52 Fairfield Avenue

New Warren Harding High School  
2018-9 school year, enhanced medical sciences curriculum          

Steelpointe Harbor, Harbor Walk and Marina    
Harbor Walk completion in 2018

Plan of Conservation and Development
10 year update, OPED seeking funding allocation in FY 2017-8 Budget        
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2019
PSEG 485 MW Gas-Fired Plant   
Scheduled for completion in Summer 2019   

2022
East End Train Station
Expected to open in 2022-24    
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Credits Strategy Plan

Co-written by
Calabria Heilmann
David Platt

Designed by
Marcella Kovac
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SOR & BUDGET ITEM
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Out to 2036

SOR 1 BPT SYNERGY
In - Kind Expenses 
Create Governance Structure/Establish Bylaws TBD
Legal Expenses (pro bono) TBD
Start BIP Network Working Group & Fund Bridgeport Working 
Group TBD
Start-Up Cost(s)
Development of Marketing Strategy, Branding Concept, Web Prog $100,000

Annual Expenses
Administration: BEDCO and fiduciary costs $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
Professional Services: Innovation Manager Contract & Overhead $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000
Marketing: Communication, Branding, Public Relations $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000
Outreach: Events, Meetings, Admin, Travel, Meals $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000

SOR 6 FUND BPT
Annual Expenses
Development & Implementation of Funding Strategy $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000

SOR 4 ENTREPRENEURS FOR BPT ECONOMY
Retail Incubator “Bootstrap Bridgeport” Pilot Project
Start up Costs
Marketing $19,000
Training $5,000
Building Retrofits $20,000
Annual Expenses
Professional Services: "Bootstrap Bridgeport" Manager $64,000 $64,000 $64,000 $64,000 $64,000
Rent & Utilities $24,000 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000
Fixtures $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000
Marketing $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
Administrative $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Entrepreneurs Society: BIP Co-Production
Annual Expenses
Events, Outreach, Marketing $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000
Matching Funding Sources/Partners

Design Night Out: BIP Sponsorship [1]
Annual Expenses
Events, Outreach, Marketing $2,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000
Matching Funding Sources/Partners



SOR & BUDGET ITEM
Hartford Prints!, The Bananaland, Downtown Special Services 
District (DSSD), CTNext has sponsored in the past

Entrepreneur Youth Program: BIP Co-Production [2]
Start up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD
Possible Matching Funding Sources/Partners
Bridgeport Generation Now, Fairfield County Community 
Foundation, The Perrin Family Foundation, Junior Achievement, 
and the NIFTE program  

SOR 5 MICRO-MANUFACTURING BRIDGEPORT

Start-up Costs
Micro-manufacturing Incubator Feasibility Study $165,000
Annual Expenses
Implementation of Micro- ManufacturingIncubator/Creative Space
TBD
Launch Weekend: BIP Co-Production
Annual Expenses
Speakers, Lodging, Supplies, Refreshments, etc. $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000
Matching Funding Sources/Partners
CTNext, Cantor Colburn, Entrepreneurship Foundation, UB, HCC, 
Fairfield University, and Sacred Heart University

Museum of American Manufacturing
Start-up Costs TBD
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD
Possible Matching Funding Sources/Partners
The Barnum Museum, The Discovery Museum, HCC, Technical 
High Schools

SOR 2 INNOVATION CITY
Hub & Spoke Tactical Urbanism Pilot Project
Start-up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD



SOR & BUDGET ITEM
Hub & Spoke Tactical Urbanism Built Form Plan
Start-up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD

SOR 3 UNLEASHING TALENT
Community Knowledge Audit and Policy Plan
Start-up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD

Strategic Career Training/Re-training Program: BIP Co-
Production
Start-up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD
Possible Matching Funding Sources/Partners
Pryceless Consulting, "Working Cities" Challenge, Bridgeport 
Prospers, United Way of Fairfield County and The Workplace

Leadership Development for Social/Early-stage 
Entrepreneurs: BIP Co-Production
Start-up Costs
TBD
Annual Expenses
TBD
Possible Matching Funding Sources/Partners
Bridgeport Generation Now, Fairfield County Community 
Foundation (FCCF)

PHASED TOTALS $607,000 $500,000 $466,000 $466,000 $466,000 $466,000



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Projected Totals $607,000 $466,000 $466,000 $466,000 $466,000

CTNext IP Grant Award (Anticipated) $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000

Matched/Committed Funds $11,500 TBD TBD TBD TBD

Grant & Committed $511,500 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000

Uncommited Funds $95,500 TBD TBD TBD TBD



SORs 

DATE ACTIVATED CATALYTIC ACTIONS VALUE DELIVERED VALUE CAPTURED CAPABILITY
RESOURCE 

REQUIREMENTS MILESTONES DATE COMPLETED

STRATEGY IN ACTION Ongoing Ongoing 

SOR 1 Bridgeport SYNERGY
Physical (P), Social (S), 

Financial (F)

Building, networking, and synergizing our collective capabilities Ongoing Board Meetings Governance is functional 
and useful Ongoing

Ongoing Innovation Manager Project 
Management 

IM is supported, 
developed, and moving 
process forward 

Ongoing

Ongoing 
BIP Network Working Group and Fund 
Bridgeport Working Group are 
providing regular updates

BIP Network Working 
Group is functional & 
useful. BIP Network 
continues to thrive and 
grow

Ongoing

Ongoing Communicaton & Outreach Strategy In 
Action (P) High, (S) High (F) Low Marketing Firm on 

retainer, funding
Positive organic narrative 
takes hold Ongoing

SOR 6 FUND BRIDGEPORT

Developing a funding strategy with diverse revenue streams Ongoing Comprehensive Funding Strategy is 
developed and is in action

Ability to implement, 
maintain, and raise funds 
using measurable 
outcomes 

Fund Bridgeport Working 
Group is functional and 
useful

Ongoing

Ongoing
Joint funding opportunities with 
network and potential project partners 
are coming online

Ongoing

Ongoing Continuing to organizing, convening, 
and coordinating the right funders

Ongoing

SOR 4 ENTREPRENEURS FOR LOCAL ECONOMY
Attracting, retaining, enhancing, enriching local entrepreneurship

Ongoing Plan, execute, and co-sponsor the 
Entrepreneur Society (P) High, (S) High (F) Low Funding & Planning with 

partners

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

Ongoing monthly

Ongoing Co-sponsor and cross-promote Design 
Night Out (P) High, (S) High (F) Low Sponsorship, funding

Event is successfully 
marketed & attended. 
Feedback is good.

Ongoing monthly

Revitalize vacant spaces, 
vibrancy, livabliity

Provide goods/services to 
local residents

Ongoing Entreprenurial Youth Prorgam (P) High, (S) Low (F) Low Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

Program is successfully 
planned & implemented. 
Partnership is strong

Ongoing

SOR 5 MICRO-MANUFACTURING BRIDGEPORT
Promoting and supporting small batch manufacturing in its 
various forms

Ongoing Plan, execute, and co-sponsor
Launch Weekend for manufacturers (P) High, (S) High (F) Med Funding & Planning with 

partners

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

October and annually 
thereafter

Ongoing Micro-Manufacturing Incubator is 
permament

Builds network of micro-
manufacturers in 
Bridgeport

(P) Low (S) Low (F) Low Feasibility study ongoing 
and completed, Funding

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Value and impact is 
measureable and strong

Ongoing

SOR 2 INNOVATION CITY
Enhancing and connecting our physical and social innovation 
assets 

Retain and attract local 
intellectual talent regionally

SOR 3 UNLEASHING TALENT
Understanding and leveraging formal and informal community 
knowledge and skills

Plan is developed 
successfully, with multiple 
policy recommendations 
in activation

Resume for the city - for 
developers and 
companies

The objective of Bridgeport Synergy is to create an effective 
system of communication and self-organization. We will develop 
an organizational structure and governance that will allow us to 
continue our Strategy in Action process; build, map, and maintain 
the BIP Network and Bridgeport Innovation Timeline; and create 
and communicate a positive organic narrative about Bridgeport 
Innovation Place. 

Builds self-determination 
among BPT youth

Product ideation, 
validation, R&D, and 
commercialization for 
manufacturing startups

City and state have 
resources and is ready to 
adopt the plan

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership and impact is 
measureable and strong

Ongoing

Provides insight into further 
Hub & Spoke activation 
projects

(P) High, (S) High (F) Med

Building BIP Network, 
connecting people, 
developing new leadership, 
and developing shared sense 
of who we are and where we 
are going

(P) High, (S) Low (F) Low

Planning/Research Team 
is identifiec and 
contracted

Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

PHASE 3

Strategy In Action for future projects

2021 - 2036 and beyond

Develop next-gen innovators 
and builds the BIP Network

Support for existing 
businesses (Arts, 
Restaurants and Stores)

Manages burnout 

Recognizes talent and 
leadership

The objective of Micro-manufacturing Bridgeport is to develop a 
strong micro-manufacturing industry by intentionally supporting 
small batch manufacturing and maximizing shared spaces for 
“bump and chat.” We will fund and help develop a co-working 
space for small batch manufacturing, possibly TechShop, to 
encourage low barrier-to-entry for entrepreneurs; we will fund and 
help develop a Museum of American Manufacturing to encourage 
the storytelling and organic narrative to live and thrive; and we 
will fund and help develop an annual Launch Weekend for small 
batch manufacturing entrepreneurs.    

2021

Changing perceptions of 
Bridgeport

Assists people in getting 
jobs

Strategic Career Training/Re-training 
Program:

Community Knowledge Audit and 
Policy Plan is adopted and 
implemented

Tactical Urbanism and Built Form Plan 
is adopted and implemented2021

The objective of Unleashing Bridgeport’s Talent is to discover and 
unleash talent in our local and regional community. We will 
conduct a Community Knowledge Audit and Policy Plan, aimed at 
uncovering latent talent and skills, accelerating accreditation and 
reducing barriers to entry; develop strategic career planning and 
training partnerships that help unbundle and rebundle knowledge 
and skills; and engage in leadership development to manage 
burnout among passionate entrepreneurs. 

The initial objective of Innovation City: Hub & Spoke 
Development is to physically and spiritually link our Impact Area 
or “Hub” (Downtown) to our commercial corridors, assets, and/or 
anchor institutions, or “Spokes,” weaving education and talent 
into an overall development strategy. We will develop a “Hub & 
Spoke” Tactical Urbanism Plan that includes a Built Form Plan for 
Bridgeport Innovation PlaceCity; build an alliance for local 
developers that includes “Development as Entrepreneurship;” 
and weave the “Aethos” or beautifying aesthetic into both. 

2021

Leadership Development for 
Social/Early-stage Entrepreneurs: 

Coordinates with City's 
Master Plan and 
Waterfront Plan - builds 
development synergy

Boosts local tourism 
economy and overall 
vibrancy

Ongoing Communicaton & Outreach Strategy In 
Action

 The objective of SOR 4 is to create an environment that supports 
all entrepreneurs with a focus on manufacturing, education, and 
retail. We will fund and help develop an Entrepreneurial Society 
to provide a better networking platform for entrepreneurs and 
talent; we will fund and help develop a Retail Incubator for small 
retailers to launch and develop their businesses year-round; fund 
and help develop Design Night Out to provide a platform for the 
creative economy; and we will fund and develop a program to 
synergize entrepreneurial education in the local schools with 
higher ed and real-world experience.

2021

The objective of Fund Bridgeport is to develop a network and 
system of communication with a diverse group of funders and 
funding opportunities. We will create a funding strategy; create 
and communicate “Why Bridgeport?”; and synergize funding 
opportunities with BIP Network and partners. 

Tactical Urbanism Pilot Projects are 
activated city-wide

Museum of American Manufacturing 
project design is underway

Retail Incubator is permanent indoor 
market in Bridgeport2021

A positive organic local 
narrative 

A new facet for local 
economic development 
capacity (previously 
BERC

Mentoring, business, and 
leadership development

Develop network for 
enterpreneurs and 
creatives in Bridgeport 
and Connecticut

A communication & 
organizational 
infrastructure                                                                    

Positive organic narrative 
takes hold

Builds on our Positive 
Organic Narrative

Credibility and accountability Funding sources grow and 
thrives

Ongoing

Concept is launched and 
in development 2020Space, funding, 

implementation team(P) Low (S) Low (F) Low

Funding & Staffing

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Value and impact is 
measureable and strong

Validated product ideas 
eligible for proof-of-concept 
vouchers and connections to 
follow-on financing resources 
in the region

Ongoing(P) Low, (S) Low (F) Low

Develop next-gen innovators 
and builds the BIP Network

Bridging of regional and local 
assets 

OngoingFunding & Planning with 
partners

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership and impact is 
measureable and strong

Ongoing

Plan is developed 
successfully, with multiple 
pilot sites in activation

City has resources and is 
ready to adopt the plan

 Leveraging relationships to 
successfully implement the 
plans phases 

(P) High, (S) Low (F) Low

Planning Team is 
identifiec and contracted

Plan development is 
ongoing and  completed, 
Funding

(P) High, (S) High (F) Low

Retain and attract local 
intellectual talent regionally 

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

(P) High, (S) High (F) High
Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

Communcation Tools 
updated, funding

(P) High, (S) High (F) High

Sustainability

Human capital/leadership/ 
BIP Network development

Better capacity to maintain 
Strategy In Action



SORs 

DATE ACTIVATED CATALYTIC ACTIONS VALUE DELIVERED VALUE CAPTURED CAPABILITY
RESOURCE 

REQUIREMENTS MILESTONES DATE COMPLETED

STRATEGY IN ACTION Ongoing Ongoing 

SOR 1 BRIDGEPORT SYNERGY
Physical (P), Social 

(S), Financial (F)

Building, networking, and synergizing our collective capabilities Ongoing Board Meetings Governance is functional 
and useful Ongoing

Ongoing Innovation Manager Project 
Management 

IM is supported, 
developed, and moving 
process forward 

Ongoing

Ongoing 
BIP Network Working Group and Fund 
Bridgeport Working Group are 
providing regular updates

BIP Network Working 
Group is functional & 
useful. BIP Network 
continues to thrive and 
grow

Ongoing

Ongoing Communicaton & Outreach Strategy In 
Action

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Low

Marketing Firm on 
retainer, funding

Positive organic narrative 
takes hold Ongoing

SOR 6 FUND BRIDGEPORT

Developing a funding strategy with diverse revenue streams Ongoing Comprehensive Funding Strategy is 
developed and is in action

Ability to implement, 
maintain, and raise funds 
using measurable 
outcomes 

Fund Bridgeport Working 
Group is functional and 
useful

Ongoing

Ongoing
Joint funding opportunities with 
network and potential project partners 
are coming online

Ongoing

Ongoing Continuing to organizing, convening, 
and coordinating the right funders

Ongoing

SOR 4 ENTREPRENEURS FOR LOCAL ECONOMY
Attracting, retaining, enhancing, enriching local entrepreneurship

Ongoing Plan, execute, and co-sponsor the 
Entrepreneur Society

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Low

Funding & Planning with 
partners

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

Ongoing monthly

Ongoing Co-sponsor and cross-promote Design 
Night Out

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Low Sponsorship, funding

Event is successfully 
marketed & attended. 
Feedback is good.

Ongoing monthly

Revitalize vacant spaces, 
vibrancy, livabliity and 
enhances existing co-
working spaces 

Identify who executes 
study and/or pop-up

Provide goods/services to 
local residents

Funding

3/1/2018 Plan, execute, and partner on an 
Entreprenurial Youth Prorgam 

(P) High, (S) Low (F) 
Low

Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

Program is successfully 
planned & implemented. 
Partnership is strong

7/1/2018

SOR 5 MICRO-MANUFACTURING BRIDGEPORT
Promoting and supporting small batch manufacturing in its various 
forms

7/1/2018 Plan, execute, and co-sponsor
Launch Weekend for manufacturers

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Med

Funding & Planning with 
partners

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

October and annually 
thereafter

2018

Micro-Manufacturing Incubator 
Launched, pending feasibility study 
and or pop-up success throughout 
2018

Builds network of micro-
manufacturers in 
Bridgeport and enhances 
existing co-working space

(P) Low (S) Low (F) 
Low

Feasibility study ongoing 
and completed, Funding

Idea is made into a 
permanent space 2019

SOR 2 INNOVATION CITY
Enhancing and connecting our physical and social innovation 
assets 

Retain and attract local 
intellectual talent 
regionally

SOR 3 UNLEASHING TALENT
Understanding and leveraging formal and informal community 
knowledge and skills

Plan is developed 
successfully, with multiple 
policy recommendations 
in activation

Resume for the city - for 
developers and 
companies

The initial objective of Innovation City: Hub & Spoke Development 
is to physically and spiritually link our Impact Area or “Hub” 
(Downtown) to our commercial corridors, assets, and/or anchor 
institutions, or “Spokes,” weaving education and talent into an 
overall development strategy. We will develop a “Hub & Spoke” 
Tactical Urbanism Plan that includes a Built Form Plan for 
Bridgeport Innovation Place; build an alliance for local developers 
that includes “Development as Entrepreneurship;” and weave the 
“Aethos” or beautifying aesthetic into both. 

Space, funding, 
implementation team

Builds on our Positive 
Organic Narrative

(P) Low (S) Low (F) 
Low

November 2018

2020

20202019 Museum of American Manufacturing 

1/1/2018

7/1/2018

Provides insight into 
further Hub & Spoke 
activation projects

 Leveraging 
relationships to 
successfully implement 

Tactical Urbanism Pilot Project in 
collaboration with Bridgeport Art Trail

Boosts local tourism 
economy and overall 
vibrancy

Coordinates with City's 
Master Plan and 
Waterfront Plan - builds 
development synergy

Communicaton & Outreach Strategy In 
Action

Funding & Planning with 
partners

Planning Team is 
identifiec and contracted

(P) High, (S) Low (F) 
Low

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Med

Tactical Urbanism and Built Form Plan 
moves into development Support for existing 

businesses (Arts, 
Restaurants and Stores) Bridging of regional and 

local assets 

Plan is developed 
successfully, with multiple 
pilot sites in activation

City has resources and is 
ready to adopt the plan

Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

Well-established 
partnerships and Funding

Positive organic narrative 
takes hold

Identify Space

Communcation Tools 
updated, funding

Plan development is 
ongoing and  completed, 
Funding

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership and impact is 
measureable and strong

RFP for Project Design is 
written 

The objective of SOR 4 is to create an environment that supports 
all entrepreneurs with a focus on manufacturing, education, and 
retail. We will fund and help develop an Entrepreneurial Society to 
provide a better networking platform for entrepreneurs and talent; 
we will fund and help develop a Retail Incubator for small retailers 
to launch and develop their businesses year-round; fund and help 
develop Design Night Out to provide a platform for the creative 
economy; and we will fund and develop a program to synergize 
entrepreneurial education in the local schools with higher ed and 
real-world experience.

Develop network for 
enterpreneurs and 
creatives in BPT and 
Connecticut

Write RFP for Retail Incubator 
“Bootstrap Bridgeport” Pilot Project1/1/2018

Mentoring, business, and 
leadership development

Product ideation, 
validation, R&D, and 
commercialization for 
manufacturing startups

Builds self-determination 
among Bridgeport youth

The objective of Micro-manufacturing Bridgeport is to develop a 
strong micro-manufacturing industry by intentionally supporting 
small batch manufacturing and maximizing shared spaces for 
“bump and chat.” We will fund and help develop a co-working 
space for small batch manufacturing, possibly TechShop 
(http://www.techshop.ws/) to encourage low barrier-to-entry for 
entrepreneurs; we will fund and help develop a Museum of 
American Manufacturing to encourage the storytelling and organic 
narrative to live and thrive; and we will fund and help develop an 
annual Launch Weekend for small batch manufacturing 
entrepreneurs.    

The objective of Fund Bridgeport is to develop a network and 
system of communication with a diverse group of funders and 
funding opportunities. We will create a funding strategy; create 
and communicate “Why Bridgeport?”; and synergize funding 
opportunities with BIP Network and partners. Ongoing

The objective of Bridgeport Synergy therefore is to create an 
effective system of communication and self-organization. We will 
develop an organizational structure and governance that will allow 
us to continue our Strategy in Action process; build, map, and 
maintain the BIP Network and Bridgeport Innovation Timeline; and 
create and communicate a positive organic narrative about 
Bridgeport Innovation Place. 

Sustainability

Better capacity to 
maintain Strategy in 
Action

A communication & 
organizational 
infrastructure                                                                    

A new facet for local 
economic development 
capacity (previously 
BERC

A positive organic local 
narrative 

PHASE 2
2018 - 2020

Strategy In Action for future projects

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
High

Human 
capital/leadership/ BIP 
Network development

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

4/1/2018

Credibility and 
accountability

(P) Low, (S) Low (F) 
Low

Space is leased and/or 
study is underway

Execution team is 
implemented

Funding sources grow and 
thrives

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
High

(P) High, (S) High (F) 
Low

Retain and attract local 
intellectual talent 
regionally 

Develop next-gen 
innovators and builds 
the BIP Network

Ongoing

Validated product ideas 
eligible for proof-of-
concept vouchers and 
connections to follow-on 
financing resources in 
the region

Project is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership and impact is 
measureable and strong

City and state have 
resources and is ready to 
adopt the plan

Leadership Development for 
Social/Early-stage Entrepreneurs: 

Manages burnout 

Recognizes talent and 
leadership

2020

Planning/Research Team 
is identifiec and 
contracted

Strategic Career Training/Re-training 
Program:

Changing perceptions of 
Bridgeport Develop next-gen 

innovators and builds 
the BIP Network

The objective of Unleashing Bridgeport’s Talent is to discover and 
unleash talent in our local and regional community. We will 
conduct a Community Knowledge Audit and Policy Plan, aimed at 
uncovering latent talent and skills, accelerating accreditation and 
reducing barriers to entry; develop strategic career planning and 
training partnerships that help unbundle and rebundle knowledge 
and skills; and engage in leadership development to manage 
burnout among passionate entrepreneurs. 

2019

Assists people in getting 
jobs

Community Knowledge Audit and 
Policy Plan

(P) High, (S) Low (F) 
Low

Building BIP Network, 
connecting people, 
developing new 
leadership, and 
developing shared 
sense of who we are 
and where we are going



SORs 

DATE ACTIVATED CATALYTIC ACTIONS VALUE DELIVERED VALUE CAPTURED CAPABILITY
RESOURCE 

REQUIREMENTS MILESTONES DATE COMPLETED

SOR 1 BRIDGEPORT SYNERGY
Physical (P), Social (S), 

Financial (F)
Building, networking, and synergizing our collective 
capabilities April 1 Create governance structure and write 

bylaws
Governance and Bylaws 
are complete July 1

April 1
Start to build BIP Network/ Bridgeport 
Innovation Timeline of all Bridgeport-
based projects and development

BIP Network Working 
Group is established July 1

July 1 Contract Innovation Manager Job Description & funding IM is contracted September 1

July 1
Contact Marketing Firm to build 
Marketing and Branding strategy and 
execution

Marketing Firm is 
contracted & initial 
branding developed

September 1 - October 1

October 1 Build initial Communication & Outreach 
strategy and execution

Communication & 
Outreach strategy defined November 1

July 1

Continue to build BIP Network/ 
Bridgeport Innovation Timeline of all 
Bridgeport-based projects and 
development

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

BIP Network Working 
Group updates the Fund 
Bridgeport Working Group

Ongoing

SOR 6 FUND BRIDGEPORT
Developing a funding strategy with diverse revenue 
streams

April 1 Create funding strategies that target 
diverse revenues

Fund Bridgeport Working 
Group is established July 1

April 1 Build joint funding opportunities with 
network and potential project partners

Comprehensive Funding 
Strategy is developed September 1

April 1
Grow key relationships that facilitate 
organizing, convening, and 
coordinating the right funders

SOR 4 ENTREPRENEURS FOR LOCAL 
ECONOMY
Attracting, retaining, enhancing, enriching local 
entrepreneurship

SOR 5 MICRO-MANUFACTURING BRIDGEPORT
Promoting and supporting small batch manufacturing 
in its various forms

Identify Space

PHASE 1
2017

November 1

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

(P) High, (S) High (F) Low

July 1 Build communication tools (P) High, (S) High (F) Low

A new facet for local 
economic development 
capacity (previously 
BERC)

Credibility and accountability

(P) High, (S) High (F) High

Fund Bridgeport Working 
Group updates the BIP 
Network Working Group

Ongoing

A positive organic local 
narrative 

A communication & 
organizational 
infrastructure                                                                    

Ability to implement, 
maintain, and raise funds 
using measurable 
outcomes 

(P) High, (S) High (F) Med Funding

Marketing & Outreach

(P) High, (S) High (F) Low

Funding & Planning with 
partners

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

Ongoing quarterly

Time, organziation, 
communication system, 
additional board members

(P) High, (S) High (F) High

Retain and attract local 
intellectual talent regionally                 

Human capital/leadership/ 
BIP Network development

New input and ideas to 
inform plan

Better capacity to maintain 
Strategy In Action

New social, political, financial 
support and capital

Sustainability

Writing of RFP for 
Marketing team & funding

The objective of Bridgeport Synergy is to create an 
effective system of communication and self-
organization. We will develop an organizational 
structure and governance that will allow us to 
continue our Strategy in Action process; build, map, 
and maintain the BIP Network and Bridgeport 
Innovation Timeline; and create and communicate a 
positive organic narrative about Bridgeport 
Innovation Place. 

Plan, execute, and co-sponsor the 
Entrepreneur SocietyJuly 1

The objective of SOR 4 is to create an environment 
that supports all entrepreneurs with a focus on 
manufacturing, education, and retail. We will fund 
and help develop an Entrepreneurial Society to 
provide a better networking platform for 
entrepreneurs and talent; we will fund and help 
develop a Retail Incubator for small retailers to 
launch and develop their businesses year-round; 
fund and help develop Design Night Out to provide a 
platform for the creative economy; and we will fund 
and develop a program to synergize entrepreneurial 
education in the local schools with higher ed and real-
world experience.

July 1

Ongoing monthly

Ongoing monthly
Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

Event is successfully 
marketed & attended. 
Feedback is good.

The objective of Fund Bridgeport is to develop a 
network and system of communication with a diverse 
group of funders and funding opportunities. We will 
create a funding strategy; create and communicate 
“Why Bridgeport?”; and synergize funding 
opportunities with BIP Network and partners. 

Develop business and 
management skills

Contract/RFP for pop-up and/or 
feasibilty study on Micro-manufacturing 
incubator in Impact Area

Develop next-gen innovators 
and builds the BIP Network

Plan, execute, and co-sponsor
Launch Weekend for manufacturers

Communication Tools 
delivered

Communcation Tools built 
by Marketing firm

October and annually 
thereafter(P) High, (S) High (F) Med

(P) Low (S) Low (F) Low

Co-sponsor and cross-promote Design 
Night Out

Product ideation, 
validation, R&D, and 
commercialization for 
manufacturing startups

Proof-of-concept for Micro-
manufacturing Incubator

Validated product ideas 
eligible for proof-of-concept 
vouchers and connections to 
follow-on financing resources 
in the region

Funding & Planning with 
partners

Marketing & Outreach
Event is successfully 
marketed & attended. 
Feedback is good.

Event is successfully 
planned & executed. 
Partnership is strong

Space is leased and/or 
study is underway

Execution team is 
implemented

Ongoing into Phase 2
Identify who executes 
study and/or pop-up

Funding

Develop network for 
enterpreneurs and 
creatives that links across 
cities in Connecticut

Mentoring and leadership 
development

Builds network of micro-
manufacturers in 
Bridgeport

Launch Weekend boosts 
local tourism economy

The objective of Micro-manufacturing Bridgeport is to 
develop a strong micro-manufacturing industry by 
intentionally supporting small batch manufacturing 
and maximizing shared spaces for “bump and chat.” 
We will fund and help develop a co-working space 
for small batch manufacturing, possibly TechShop, to 
encourage low barrier-to-entry for entrepreneurs; we 
will fund and help develop a Museum of American 
Manufacturing to encourage the storytelling and 
organic narrative to live and thrive; and we will fund 
and help develop an annual Launch Weekend for 
small batch manufacturing entrepreneurs.    

July 1



 

 

 

 

SOR 1 - Bridgeport Synergy    
Sub-SOR 1a - Create Organizational Structure and Governance Policies 

Overview 

 Oversee overall BIP investments – overall governance  

 Organize connection, collaboration, communication as to what is happening in Bridgeport 

 Oversee initiatives to ensure maximum synergy with other projects  

 Think, Link, Do – conditions and strategy, networking, action initiatives, generate whole of community 
value Identify Leadership – diversity across all sub-systems of community and ethnicities  

 Community communication – shift the organic narrative (through Public Media TV, social media) 

Supporting Conditions 

 Requirement of Innovation Places implementation grant funding 

 Segmentation of stakeholders  

 History of skepticism, special interests and lack of transparency  

 Participation has lapsed on previous initiatives and can be challenging to get a representative group 
together  

 Lack of clarity around expectations, commitment, and decorum can set initiatives up to fail  

 Current group is all volunteer with BIP (have other full-time roles/responsibilities)  

 High risk of burnout in community projects organized/driven by volunteers 

Opportunities  

 New market driver in the community 

 Connected and cohesive view of what 
is happening - reducing/eliminating 
fragmentation & duplication 

 Uncover talent in Bridgeport  

 Move past the territorial (physical and 
intellectual) distrust 

Risks (if we do act) 

 Territory conflicts 

 Seagulls (can swoop in) 

 Low buy-in 

 Drive to set-up a new organization/another nonprofit 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Unable to align on an appropriate structure 

 Coordinating capability not available/affordable 

 Lack aligned and shared view of what is going on to 
inform/drive decision-making 

 Lack of ability to influence/affect decision-
making/lobby statewide legislation 

Value Delivered  

 Entirety of program - timeline & map 

 Hub and spoke approach created 

Value Captured  

 Local SiAC (Strategy in Action for Communities) 
capability 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Governance structure - e.g. advisory group/oversight and sub-committees/voting privileges  

Catalytic Actions 

 Begin vetting the board and adding to BIP Network 

 Define Innovation Manager contract/role description 

 Contract for Innovation Manager role  

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High risk, high opportunity 



 

SOR 1 – Bridgeport Synergy 
Sub-SOR 1b – Maintain Strategy in Action 

Overview 
 Maintain good communication  
 Keep conditions up-to-date; maintain network of listening posts to ensure a view of immediate and 

emergent at scale 
 Develop a Network capability map; manage overall BIP Network and sub-networks for each SOR  
 Innovation Manager provides continual feedback on project and program progress - person must be 

trained on the process (SiAC) and supported by BIP Board 
 Keep source data and documents “live” 
 Ensure we are able to change as and when change is required 
 Make sure we are working on validated ideas and not wasting time or resources on things that may 

no longer be relevant - working with real, currently validated conditions  
 Output targeted communication as and when required 

Supporting Conditions 
 BIP currently doesn’t have a “home” 
 Consistent accessibility to an individual enables SiAC for real time decision-making 
 Baseline view of conditions but no Conditions Team in place 
 BIP Network is not yet mapped 
 View of available and required capability is thin 
 Lack of centralized data/cohesive understanding of everything that is going on 

Opportunities  
 Known, public presence and point of 

contact 
 Continuous access to relevant data - 

for BIP and others 
 Maintaining relevance with new idea 

and open opportunity  
 Innovation Manager identifies 

additional funding sources 
 Continuous relationship-building - 

grow and strengthen the Network 
 BIP becomes a local resource  

Risks (if we do act) 
 Innovation Manager deviates from SiAC  
 Part(s) of the Network act out of self-interest  

Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Conditions identified through planning process 

already out-of-date 
 Lack consolidated view of baseline conditions 
 Decision-making won’t bed supported by relevant 

and whole view of data 
 Locked-into current view and won’t discover new 

opportunity-risks within conditions 

Value Delivered  
 Represents BIP, provides public “face” 
 Have current and fresh data and data 

sources for citywide decision-making 

Value Captured  
 Up-to-date/current data to support decision-making  

 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 Innovation Manager to support, drive, report, network, etc. - job description, compensation, expenses 
 Space for a BIP “home” e.g. office that is identified strongly with the initiative – for meetings and 

public accessibility 
 Data capture, storage, access & output (Conditions Team / listening-posts network) 
 Responsibility for each overarching SOR 
 Technology used effectively to support BIP - strategy, planning and implementation 
 SiAC coaching and support 

Catalytic Actions 
 Complete timeline view of existing projects/data 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 
 High opportunity, high risk 

 



 

 

  

SOR 1 – Bridgeport Synergy   
Sub-SOR 1c – Identifying and Empowering Leadership 

Overview 
 Leverage and grow existing commitment to Bridgeport 
 Uncover untapped value in potential leaders 

 Gain support across broad spectrum of the community 

 Keep valuable, current contributors engaged by empowering them to make a difference  

 Continuously empowering the community to be responsible for its own future 

 Ensure diverse representation reflecting goals of BIP initiative and Bridgeport as a city 

 Attracting and employing “project lead” 

 Leadership of priorities in collaboration with the Innovation Manager (possibly a different set of 
leaders for each priority) 

Supporting Pattern and Conditions 

 Social entrepreneurs and conscientious citizens need champions and advocates to “keep going” 

 Some talented people never get involved because they see burnout and can become disenchanted  

 The City is necessarily focused on its core functions, dealing with significant staffing reduction and 
needs help on new initiatives like BIP 

 Abundant entrepreneurs and small business owners not as connected and coordinated as they 
could be 

 Existing silos in Bridgeport prevent inclusive strategic dialogue and thinking/planning, resulting in 
lack of shared view of what is already happening and could happen to grow and develop Bridgeport 

 Ongoing concerns about transparency in Bridgeport 

Opportunities  

 Uncover & unleash unknown talent 

 Empowerment draws new blood to 
local initiatives  

 Create ownership of a movement 

 Create real synergy and support for 
plan/initiative/vision in the context of 
others plans and activities 

 Increased capacity for 
communication and outreach  

 Model for transparency 

Risks (if we do act) 

 No new blood, fewer new ideas  

 Same faces - same biases, grudges  

 Wasted effort without focus or direction 

 No inclusive dialogue and thinking - no progress!  

 Another disconnected program of activity that does 
not fully realize its potential 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Existing “leaders” may feel disrespected 

 New leaders may be bad choices, for various reasons  

 New leadership may never develop credibility 

Value Delivered 

 Empowerment process  

 New ideas can gain broad support 

 Better capacity to track conditions 
(regular conditions updates circulated 
to key network nodes for feedback) 

 Communication and outreach to 
broader group of stakeholders 
(transparency of process and plan)  

Value Captured 

 New input/ideas to achieve goals/plan 

 New social, financial, political support and capital  

 Better capacity to track conditions 

 Increased size of the BIP Network (20 new and 
committed members within three months and 20 
additional by the end of the first year) 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Innovation Manager’s job description and employment conditions  

 Criteria and process for recruiting, orienting, and onboarding new leaders 

 Ambassador group for recruitment to what network (connect with the DSSD ambassadors) 



 

 Governance/operating structure facilitates potential leaders’ participation (language in by-laws 
enables people to be co-opted into the formal structure) 

 Communications framework that facilitates engagement -- deliver a story that compels people to get 
involved (Sub-SOR 1d) 

 Technological advancements used in meetings and team communication to facilitate participation 
and to develop practice of leveraging technology to support wider messaging 

 Networks of individuals & organizations brought together to advocate for, support, fund, etc. each 
SOR to support the Innovation Manager 

Catalytic Actions 

 Hire Innovation Manager 

 Develop a network (diagram by function) capability map with a focus on the initial BIP Network 

 Overlay capability map with functions by geography (over time) 

 Based on initial view of capability, identify targets to grow the Network (focus on existing start-up) 

 Speed up enterprises, local manufacturers, potential “corporate giants” as partners 

 Provide authentic leadership opportunities for “younger” members of the Network 

 Practice communication strategy with potential Network members - with aligned messaging and 
focus - starting with initial target group 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment     

 High opportunity, high risk 

 

 

 

  



 
 

SOR 1 – Bridgeport Synergy   
Sub- SOR 1d – Communication Strategy and Execution 

Overview 

 Develop clear, compelling narrative that embraces the history of Bridgeport while telling a new story 
to spark pride and ignite enthusiasm  

 Shift Bridgeport’s organic narrative (the story the community tells itself about its identify) and use the 
new narrative to attract resources and partners to support BIP 

 Gain credibility and support from a broad spectrum of the community through open dialogue and 
education that encourages feedback and participation  

 Make “Innovation” a widely-shared concept associated with Bridgeport, again, and be clear about the 
full spectrum of innovation as embraced locally to be as inclusive as possible (in other words- not just 
about tech/IPO focused start-ups and speed-ups) - use the BIP Network 

 Spread message that Bridgeport is a supportive place for talent and welcoming to new players 

 Ensure that communication is innovative, new, fresh and multi-platform and authentically represents 
the message of BIP (e.g. experiential marketing) 

 Use visual representation to show impact BIP will have over time 

Supporting Conditions 

 Existing community narrative is negative 

 Bridgeport is not welcoming - yet 

 Innovation is not at the forefront of residents’ minds  

 Existing activities are not well known and thus not celebrated 

 Current communication about activities within the City is not well-managed and not cohesive - 
reinforcing that the overall approach to growing Bridgeport is disjointed and disconnected 

Opportunities  

 Uncover and retain existing talent 

 Attract new individuals and enterprise 
to Bridgeport 

 Generate positive news which 
becomes self-fulfilling 

 Enhance the reputation and possibly 
create prestige for some participants 

 Raise broad awareness to enable 
recruitment of new leaders and 
partners 

 Enlist advocates and supporters 

 Change the way Bridgeport is 
perceived  

Risks (if we do act) 

 Existing narrative remains the prevailing story of 
Bridgeport 

 Opportunities to leverage additional resources and 
create new partners is missed 

 BIP hasn’t built lasting credibility within the 
community and may not have staying power  

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Could over-promise and under-deliver 

 Individuals connected to BIP exposed to ridicule for 
not delivering  

 Popular causes can become targets 

 Intentions of the BIP team and their efforts could be 
misinterpreted  

Value Delivered  

 Launch new brand asset for city 

 Image enhancement for city 

 Lead the way/raise the standard for 
citywide branding and communications 
campaign 

 Civic pride, community cohesion 

 Decouple reliance on City to drive 
these initiatives 

 

Value Captured 

 Increased awareness of the energy and momentum 
of Bridgeport with a wider community  

 Increased engagement of people within Bridgeport 
as well as the wider community 

 Enhanced self-image leads to enhanced local and 
state-wide image 

 Demonstrate well-run initiatives can sit alongside 
more formal structures and engage diverse cross-
section of the community as leaders 

 Use BIP Network as part of overlaying 
communication strategy 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Pull the strands of the message together and write a compelling story 



 

 

 

 

  

 Articulate suite of communications target to specific audiences (i.e. talking points, PowerPoint, social 
media focus, video/documentary-style, brochure, website)  

 Design for each form of media 

 Develop an easy way for people to identify with the effort - different from other organizations and 
distinct from past efforts - easily understood as creating something new 

 Social media strategy (platforms, networks to tap into, messaging, responsibility) 

 Innovation Manager should be media/promotion savvy and able to tap the capabilities of the BIP 
Board and BIP Network 

 Understanding of local history, ability to track current trends, keep abreast of conditions etc. 

Catalytic Actions 

 Develop BIP Network diagram/social map 

 Clarify the specific elements of the story - past, present and into the future (including clear 
communication about the immediate strategy focus and potential outcomes) 

 Draft the story of BIP - including all points above 

 Develop BIP brand including logo etc. (beyond the team) - as an easy way for people to identify with 
the effort 

 Identify supporting design capability - e.g. contract with to do the work 

 Activate and test key communication elements - refine where required 

 Consider development of BIP campaign 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment     

 High opportunity, high risk 



 

 

SOR 1 Bridgeport Synergy   
Sub-SOR 1e - Collaborative Networks: Map and Monitor BIP Network 

Overview 

 Map out assets geographically, functionally, and by jurisdiction  

 Inventory key regional and statewide assets that can bring value to BIP strategy (including other 
Innovation Places) 

 Include communication assets 

 Identify missing assets 

 Track valuable individuals/companies, identify risk and potential, connect to resources 

 Update conditions 

Supporting Conditions 

 Plenty of good innovation assets, not optimized yet 

 Potential, but currently unrealized, relationships (all types)  

 Lack of awareness and process to integrate innovation assets 

 Disconnected silos of information and process that do not support progress, innovation, 
entrepreneurship 

Opportunities  

 Enhance relationships (all types, 
including local, regional, statewide) 

 Improve on existing networks to 
support and sustain innovation and 
entrepreneurship 

 Foster functional alliances and 
efficiencies 

 Ability to track the flow of value 
through the network to maximize 
value delivery and capture  

Risks (if we do act) 

 Silos and isolationist activities reinforce rather than 
break through some current local behaviors  

 Underappreciated players could be prone to leaving 
 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Chance of territorial interactions 

Value Delivered 

 Increase capacity for network 
members 

 Increase positive exposure for assets 

Value Captured 

 More allies for BIP 

 Continuously surface and manage competing and 
complementary interests 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Innovation Manager to “keep in touch” and update info 

 Initial, basic network map - showing key nodes, capability and (where possible) value delivery and 
capture  

 Geographical mapping through MetroCOG, GIS, or other platforms 

 Mechanism for tracking, activating/engaging network 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High opportunity, low risk 

 

  



 

 

SOR 1 – Bridgeport Synergy   
Sub-SOR 1f – Timeline: Leveraging Existing Momentum 

Overview 

 Project oversight, management and monitoring  

 Birds-eye view beyond BIP plan 

 Continual improvement on initial BIP plan 

 Use stored knowledge and experience to explore new projects, programs, and initiatives 

 Leverage momentum of current projects in development 

Supporting Conditions 

 Many recent, current, and planned projects/programs/initiatives are in the Impact Area and 
immediate surroundings  

 Some planned projects are financially fragile or require additional approvals and not guaranteed to 
occur 

 Residents, business owners, entrepreneurs and innovators probably do not know enough about 
everything that is happening; the ongoing poor organic narrative hampers momentum, enthusiasm 

Opportunities  

 Share the positive with current and 
prospective entrepreneurs/innovators 

 Create an improved environment for 
partnerships/synergies 

 Build on what’s working  

Risks (if we do act) 

 Attracting new investors  

 Improved alignment  

 Increase opportunities for funding and 
projects/programs with intersecting focus 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Not building on the existing momentum 

Value Delivered 

 Improve viability/success of other local 
projects/programs initiatives through a 
better, more dynamic neighborhood 

 Attract new general development 
interest 

Value Captured  

 Cultivate new allies in the development/business 
community  

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Hire Innovation Manager, Marketing Agency, and PR Firm 

Catalytic Actions 

 Survey all ongoing and upcoming development projects and related programs 

 Build out marketing strategy including website 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 Low risk, high opportunity  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SOR 2 – Innovation City: Hub & Spoke Development Strategy 

Overview 
 Create impact area that links to neighborhoods, neighboring towns, and the region 
 Affordability facilitates the attraction/retention of existing and emerging talent  
 Transportation connectivity facilitates collaboration with BIP teams and resources 
 Two substantial academic anchors (UB and HCC) and two neighboring anchors (SHU and Fairfield 

U) are sources of emerging innovation opportunities 
 Fully understand existing black fiber infrastructure and capacity for further development 
 Continue to improve physical improvements to attract outside interest if Bridgeport is to become a 

“magnet” 
 Pursue pedestrian/bike experience improvements required to attract outside interest 
 Support/expand art and entertainment opportunities to attract young innovators, emerging 

enterprises and underserved entrepreneurs 
 Weave education and talent into an overall development strategy 
 Not everyone will identify with the effort 

Supporting Conditions 

 Too many vacant and underutilized buildings 

 Need to connect innovation efforts regionally 

 Region and State is unaware of capacity and ongoing accomplishments 

 Perception locally and regionally must be improved 

 Local & regional talent is not being optimized  

Opportunities 

 Retrofitting vacant buildings could 
allow for emerging needs 

 Expand collaboration of academic and 
job training resources 

 Create a supportive and collaborative 
environment for entrepreneurs 

 Creating a positive change recognized 
through relationships, collaboration, 
investments 

 Contribute to improving perception of 
the city 

Risks (if we do act) 

  External skepticism will be difficult to overcome 

  Nonexistence of coordinating or unifying body 

 Requirements for sustainable funding resource 
 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Local assets and talent will remain underutilized  

 Perception that change is not possible 

 Inability to increase job opportunities 

Value Delivered 

 Opportunities for emerging talent and 
ideas 

 Bridging of regional assets  

 Creating an innovative strategy of 
action to contribute to the City's 
Master Plan 

Value Captured 

 Retain and attract local intellectual talent regionally 

 Recognition as center for innovation, 
entrepreneurship and investment 

 Support for existing businesses in impact area (arts, 
restaurants and retail) 

 Leveraging relationships to successfully implement 
the plans phases 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Need technology and staff to monitor and unify regional efforts 

 The “Hub” area needs infrastructure investment  

 Need buy-in from development community to support affordability for startups 

 Comprehensive research on broadband capacity, infrastructure and access  

 Comprehensive research on all formal and informal communications regarding development 

Catalytic Actions 

 Communications plan for “Hub & Spoke”: selling BIP as unifying factor for vision and empowering 
outside groups; spoke development of innovation assets (i.e. schools, BTTC, the NEST, Sikorsky) 

 Hire Innovation Manager, then begin one-on-one meetings 

 Conduct broadband access study 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High opportunity, moderate risk  



 

 

 

 

SOR 2 – Innovation City: Hub & Spoke Development Strategy 
Sub-SOR 2a – Built Form 

Overview 
 Build on Bridgeport’s affordability, livability and walkability 
 Capitalize on Bridgeport cultural assets 
 Understand built form and environment/location needs of Impact Area + "Hub/Spoke" Network 
 Network developers together to coordinate efforts 
 Engage CT Main Street  
 Research development needs of impact area and encourage development 
 Identify policy recommendations 

Supporting Conditions 

 Fragmented Development Strategy 

 Desensitizing aesthetic 

 Vacant and underutilized buildings 

 Poor perception of impact area and city in general 

Opportunities  

 Showcase physical spaces for 
entrepreneurs and creative spaces to 
attract the creative economy 

 Lower barrier to entry to encourage 
development in the neighborhoods 
under BIP strategy 

 Community informs development of 
their neighborhoods and connections 
to hub area 

Risks (if we do act) 

 Coordinating developers under a shared vision could 
be challenging  

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Loss of interest and momentum in developing 
Bridgeport 

 Resources leave Bridgeport for other cities 

Value Delivered 

 Development as Entrepreneurship 

Value Captured 

 Engaged network of mission-aligned developers 
across the city 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Expertise to develop a built form plan 

 Developer alliance 

 Engage CT Main Street and other planning and development expertise 

 Consider Developer Boot Camp (national program) to consult 

Catalytic Actions 

 Conduct research regarding built form of impact area and spokes to other community assets 

 Develop built form plan 

 Identify developer and/or aspiring developers  

 Create developer alliance and develop entrepreneurship strategy 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High opportunity, moderate risk 



 

 

SOR 2 – Innovation City: Hub & Spoke Development Strategy 
Sub-SOR 2b – Aesthetic 

Overview 
 Tactical urbanism approach - research best practices from other cities 
 Tie into assets in neighborhoods such as Little Liberia in the South End 
 Engage partners and work with neighborhoods to develop pilot projects to improve aesthetics  

Supporting Conditions 

 Overall desensitizing aesthetic 

 Vacant and underutilized buildings, deteriorating housing stock 

 Poor perception of impact area and city in general 

 Lack of coordinated effort to improve city aesthetics 

Opportunities  

 Revitalize neighborhoods with 
aesthetic that evokes pride of history 
and hope for future 

 Improve daily experience for residents 
and visitors of neighborhoods 
 

Risks (if we do act) 

 Upset residents or others who may not share in 
aesthetic 

 Need to “seek forgiveness” rather than ask 
permission 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Loss of property value 

 Discourage investment 

Value Delivered  

 Simple, inexpensive, visible progress; 
easy wins 

 Open up new areas of the city to 
exploration and encourage foot traffic  

Value Captured  

 Activated network of artists and creative thinkers 

 Activated neighborhoods prime for development and 
attracting entrepreneurs 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Research best practices from other cities 

 Funding to implement recommended changes 

Catalytic Actions 

 Prioritize focus on corridor from Hub to UB spoke  

 Include Water/John Street intermodal improvement project for aesthetic upgrades 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High opportunity, moderate risk 



 

 

SOR 3 - Unleashing Talent 
Sub-SOR 3a - Community Knowledge Audit 

Overview 
 Full audit of every organization's in/formal education programming in Bridgeport 
 Understand the history of talent in Bridgeport, the work people did and currently do, the skills they 

developed along the way, the impact on people and places 
 Uncover embedded community knowledge and experience(s) 
 Expand community know-how to take advantage of emerging opportunities 
 Find latent capability relevant to other SORs (e.g. micro-manufacturing) 
 Embrace cultural diversity as an energizing force for growth and change 

Supporting Conditions 
 Many organizations working around this but not synergized in their efforts 
 Pockets of strong cultural communities in Bridgeport 
 BIP anchor institutions include educational institutions 
 Bridgeport has a number of vocational and technical schools 
 Lack strong value of education as part of the pathway to upward mobility and wealth creation   
 Those who leave for education opportunities don’t always return to Bridgeport – don’t see opportunity 
 Diverse and strong migrant community with latent knowledge masked by language barriers 
 High dropout rates 
 Generational poverty and institutional racism  
 Economic disparity compared to surrounding towns 
 Attrition of working professionals and families is high 
 Generational cycle of lack of hope  
 Entrepreneurial spirit is strong and there is a lot of opportunity 
 Bridgeport offers (in part) a blank canvas 

Opportunities  
 Identify, activate, retain existing talent 

and then attract new 
 Change the mindset of young people 

to value education 
 Create new jobs based on latent skills 
 Deliver non-monetary value to the 

community  
 Discover value that we have and 

where we are headed 
 Synergize efforts  
 Develop a positive narrative  
 Build relationships and get buy-in from 

people in the community 
 Further develop the BIP network 
 Build a relationship with the Labor 

Department and The Workplace 

Risks (if we act) 
 Do it once and then end up where we are because 

there is momentum lost / never conducted again  
 Raising expectations about what comes next 
 Nobody cares and nobody want to get involved 

Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Continue to miss out on opportunities to capture 

skills and talents of current resident population 
 Compromises the BIP strategy - 0ther SORs would 

suffer without existing local talent to support start-up  
 Audit completed by someone not aligned with BIP  
 Compromises other required funding  
 Continue on trajectory of lower educational 

attainment, low(er) job opportunities, limited new job 
creation 

 Value Delivered 
 Build relationships and gain buy-in 

from the community 
 Further add to shared view  
 Assist people to find jobs 
 Build network, connect people and 

develop shared history and vision 
 Resume for the city for developers 

and companies  

 Value Captured 
 Contribute to overall community economic 

development  
 Enhance reputation and standing of BIP and team 
 Change perceptions of Bridgeport 
 Regular audit ensures an up-to-date view to support 

decision-making 

 Capability and Resource Requirements 
 Funding to support data collection  



 

 Ability to find and use existing data - e.g. training 
 Methodology/approach to data collection 
 Innovation Manager to oversee and manage, person and/or team contracted to conduct data 

collection, with support/guidance of a sub-committee of BIP network 
 Data analysis, sense-making and communication/marketing strategy 

 Catalytic Actions 
 Define scope of project (best practices for assessing talent and learning needs of residents) and pull 

in existing data sets (such as at Housatonic Community College) 

 Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 
 High opportunity, high risk 

 



 

 

 

 

SOR 3 – Unleashing Talent 
SOR 3b – Rapid Accreditation 

Overview 
 Understand the foreign, immigrant, and out-of-state professional and skilled workforce and why they 

might move to the Bridgeport region 
 Research the accreditation process for foreign and out-of-state workers based on the job market and 

skilled workforce 
 Determine whether this process is currently working for Bridgeport-based businesses 
 Recommend changes/improvements to the accreditation process based on data collected  
 Recommend changes to speed up the process (if identified as a key problem) 

Supporting Conditions 
 Immigrant community is full of untapped potential due to barriers to entry around foreign 

accreditation, language barriers, and lack of transferrable professional skills 
 Bridgeport has a low cost of living compared with surrounding areas, making it attractive to first-

generation immigrants and/or foreign workers 
 Out-of-state professionals (e.g. teachers, nursing) cannot easily relocate to CT due to accreditation 

barriers  
 Assumption that surrounding states have more streamlined processes, making CT uncompetitive 

Opportunities  
 Gaining clarity on our workforce 
 Pulling people out from the shadows 

who have historically been overlooked 
 Understanding who is currently 

underemployed based on skills  
 Developing solutions to help people 

tap into their skills 
 Telling a true story about Bridgeport, 

one that puts the skills and strengths 
of our diverse community at the front 

 Changing the mindset of “why 
Bridgeport?” 

 Businesses could recruit directly from 
the community and not rely on people 
relocating to Bridgeport 

 Making Bridgeport more competitive 
for job attraction 

 Change of perception between 
formal/informal education 

Risks (if we do act) 
 Not understanding who and where this work already 

exists means we could be reinventing the wheel 
 Not developing a strategic, in-depth approach would 

mean we do this work without due-diligence 
 Our policy recommendations might not be adopted 
 Our policy recommendations might require heavy 

lifting to gain traction and attention 
 We might not have strong program partners to get 

the information out into the community 
 The political climate might not be open to this as an 

opportunity 

Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Our thriving immigrant community is shut out of the 

job market 
 Skilled and professional immigrants decide to move 

elsewhere 
 Businesses looking for skilled labor decide to locate 

elsewhere and/or leave 
 Out-of-state professionals are deterred from moving 

to Bridgeport 
 City loses tax dollars  
 City loses jobs  

Value Delivered  
 Businesses able to tap into skilled 

labor 
 Strong workforce development 

network for the immigrant community 
 Strong social network of skilled 

immigrant professionals  
 Access to upward mobility 
 Pathways to citizenship 

Value Captured 
 Clarity on our workforce 
 Clarity on job market 
 Learn to teach - teach to learn - learn to teach 
 Access to job experience that might translate into 

entrepreneurial activity 
 Transferrable to and benefits other CT cities & towns 

Capability and Resource Requirements 



 

 

 

 Innovation Manager to oversee/manage 
 Policy support and strong partnerships at the state/federal level - expertise & connections 
 PhD student – possible thesis project 
 Transferrable knowledge – accreditation updates 
 Implementation support with recommendations 
 Training partners & support – training/accrediting the workers 

Catalytic Actions 
 As an outcome of the Community Knowledge Audit, conduct needs assessment of the regional 

private sector; identify if baseline exists 
 Identify and enumerate (track data) on underemployed population and reasons for underemployment 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 
 High opportunity, high risk 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SOR 3 – Unleashing Talent 
Sub-SOR 3c – Streamline and Reduce Barriers to Entry 

Overview 
 Understand who entrepreneurs are and the kind of businesses in demand 
 Research barriers to entry for these high demand businesses (permitting/licensing, access to capital) 
 Recommend changes/improvements to the processes based on data collected  

Supporting Conditions 
 Current permitting/licensing processes are designed with larger, more traditional businesses in mind 
 Processes are difficult to navigate for a new small business owner/entrepreneur, especially with 

minimal resources and no network of personal relationships to draw on 
 Flow of information is not transparent  
 Nepotism, racial bias act as barriers to opportunity 
 Entrepreneurial education happens in formal settings 
 Community-based programming exists but not well-known or widely available 
 Lack of access to capital 
 No incubator in Bridgeport 
 City’s Small Business and Minority Office no longer effective 

Opportunities 
 Increase number of small businesses 

launched in Bridgeport 
 Increase growth for existing 

businesses 
 Provide clear communication to 

entrepreneurs 
 Send message that Bridgeport is 

welcoming to new biz 
 Bring fresh ideas and best practices 

from other cities 

Risks (if we do act) 
 Policy recommendations might not be adopted 
 Policy recommendations might require heavy lifting 

to gain traction and attention 
 Might not have strong program partners to get 

information out into the community 

Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Entrepreneurs take new business ideas to a different 

city, don’t launch at all, or fail 
 Lost momentum 

Value Delivered  
 Streamlined permitting process easier 

for businesses to navigate and for City 
staff to manage/oversee 

 Process facilitates communication 
between city departments 

 Transparent process and flow of 
information  

 Save money and time 
 Bring tax revenue to the City 

Value Captured 
 Diversity (in business owners, in the businesses 

themselves) 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 Innovation Manager oversees/manages 
 Partnership with Working Cities Challenge to coordinate efforts 
 Relationships with relevant city departments/commissions (DHSS, OPED, P&Z, Police, etc.) 

Catalytic Actions 
 Initiate conversation with Working Cities Challenge to explore mutually beneficial partnership  

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment  
 High opportunity, high risk 

 

 



 

 

 SOR 3 – Unleashing Talent 
SOR 3d – Learning Worlds 

Overview: 
 Understand and map various “learning worlds” in Bridgeport (i.e. bilingual households, high number 

of auto shops) 
 Research how Learning Worlds build and/or disrupt community knowledge, education systems, and 

the business community 
 Make recommendations based on findings, i.e. stronger integration/leveraging of Learning Worlds 

Supporting Conditions 
 People learn from the world around them, not necessarily in formal educational settings  
 Community-based knowledge is present and needs to be identified 
 Technology is currently disrupting modes of learning, teaching, and conducting business 
 Next generation is technologically literate and ready to apply that learning  

Opportunities  
 Present strategy to unleash talent by 

unbundling and re-bundling 
community knowledge 

 Strategy on targeting Learning Worlds 
useful to workforce development, 
career counseling, and informal 
education services, as well as 
entrepreneurial incubators, and the 
formal education system 

Risks (if we do act) 
 Could be reinventing the wheel 
 Not developing a strategic, in-depth approach would 

mean we do this work without due diligence 
 Policy recommendations might not be adopted or 

require heavy lifting to gain traction and attention 
 Policy recommendations might require a lot of 

funding to implement 
 Might lack the strong program partners to get 

information out into the community 
 Will require regular maintenance/updating 

Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Miss opportunities to strategically develop local 

entrepreneurs for our local economy 
 People feel “undervalued” even though they have 

services to offer each other 
 Lack cohesive, community-based narrative (i.e. our 

value proposition seems “hollow”)  
 City loses out on potential tax revenue and job 

creation  

Value Delivered 
 People see themselves and their 

knowledge as important and valuable 
to the community 

 People see how their knowledge is 
part of larger network of knowledge 
that connects us all 

Value Captured 
 Understand community-based knowledge and 

where/how it is learned 
 “Map” of learning worlds  
 How Learning Worlds do/do not shape our local 

economy/entrepreneurs 
 How Learning Worlds shape job market and 

business climate 
 How Learning Worlds are/are not integrated into the 

city’s economic development plan 
 How Learning Worlds are/are not integrated into the 

city’s education system 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 PhD student - thesis project 
 Funding for research project  
 Innovation Manager to oversee/manage 
 Policy support to implement recommendations  

Catalytic Actions 
 As a sub-project of the Community Knowledge Audit, conduct research, host community meetings, 

organize 1:1s, gather data through network partners 



 

 

 

 

 

 Coordinate with Working Cities Challenge team 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 
 Low opportunity, low risk 
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unbundling and re-bundling 
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funding to implement 
 Might lack the strong program partners to get 
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Risks (if we don’t act) 
 Miss opportunities to strategically develop local 

entrepreneurs for our local economy 
 People feel “undervalued” even though they have 

services to offer each other 
 Lack cohesive, community-based narrative (i.e. our 

value proposition seems “hollow”)  
 City loses out on potential tax revenue and job 

creation  

Value Delivered 
 People see themselves and their 

knowledge as important and valuable 
to the community 

 People see how their knowledge is 
part of larger network of knowledge 
that connects us all 

Value Captured 
 Understand community-based knowledge and 

where/how it is learned 
 “Map” of learning worlds  
 How Learning Worlds do/do not shape our local 

economy/entrepreneurs 
 How Learning Worlds shape job market and 

business climate 
 How Learning Worlds are/are not integrated into the 

city’s economic development plan 
 How Learning Worlds are/are not integrated into the 

city’s education system 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 PhD student - thesis project 
 Funding for research project  
 Innovation Manager to oversee/manage 
 Policy support to implement recommendations  

Catalytic Actions 
 As a sub-project of the Community Knowledge Audit, conduct research, host community meetings, 

organize 1:1s, gather data through network partners 



 

 

 

 

 

 Coordinate with Working Cities Challenge team 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 
 Low opportunity, low risk 



 

 

 

 

SOR 3 – Unleashing Talent 
Sub-SOR 3e – Managing Burnout 

Overview 

 Support skill-building and leadership development among committed, active, engaged community 
members and professionals in Bridgeport 

 Provide support and celebrate what is already happening in order to attract new talent 

Supporting Conditions 

 Many organizations, businesses, individuals are motivated to “do good” for Bridgeport but don’t feel 
supported or feel that work is sustainable (i.e. work is dependent on an individual, is not systemic), 
such as social entrepreneurs and public servants 

 Difficult to make a living, asked to work for free/volunteer services; talent not valued or validated 

 Bridgeport is attractive to creative thinkers and self-motivated individuals 

 Perception there is room to make an impact and leave a mark (although difficult to sustain) 

 It is not in the best interest of people in positions of power for substantive change to happen 

 Entrenched systemic challenges and not enough resources to address them adequately 

 Resources that are available are not always put to best and highest use 

Opportunities  

 Encourage collaboration, 
transparency 

 Support people and orgs who are 
already doing good work (funding, 
leadership training/development, 
network-building) 

 Celebrate what is already happening 

 Attract new talent 

Risks (if we do act) 

 Perceived as not valid/authentic or trustworthy by 
those we seek to support 

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Good people leave Bridgeport and find another city 
to do their work, or change industry, resulting in a 
loss of history, institutional/community knowledge, 
and networks/relationships 

 Lack of investment in BIP network because they lack 
capacity to participate or see value to their work 

Value Delivered (and measures) 

 Build relationships 

 Build support network 

 Send positive message that 
Bridgeport needs these people and 
will support them to ensure they put 
down roots and continue their work 

Value Captured (and measures) 

 Build institutional/community knowledge and 
relationships 

 Maintain strategy in action 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Relationships with changemakers 

 Innovation Manager to oversee/manage 

Catalytic Actions 

 Create education and communication strategy 

 Build BIP network 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High opportunity, high risk 

 

 



 
SOR 4 – Entrepreneurs for the Bridgeport Economy   

Sub-SOR 4a – Bootstrap Bridgeport 

Overview 
 Provide entry-level entrepreneurs with storefront retail/personal services incubator to 

train and support residents starting businesses 
 Link to other BIP initiatives such as Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport, and products 

produced in that facility 
 Provide training on-site and at Housatonic Community College, University of 

Bridgeport; guided by programs from HCC, UB, the Entrepreneurship Foundation, and 
CT Small Business Development Center 

 Facility managed by an on-site experienced retailer 
 Entrepreneurs share rent and utilities, and insurance, marketing, and bookkeeping 

services 
 Goal is to provide the training and tools to succeed and grow in their own retail space 

Supporting Conditions 
 First-time entrepreneurs in Bridgeport and its community college, returning vets, and 

even business school grads tend to start entrepreneurial journey with mom-and-pop 
lifestyle business: restaurants, clothing stores, nail salons, insurance agencies, etc.   

 Consumer-facing businesses require a streetscape incubator, rather than office or 
manufacturing environment, which would not provide the adequate learning 
environment and experience 

 Bridgeport lacks retail and consumer services needed by its residents, residents know 
what they need and want. A mentoring program can help achieve this result.  

 Due to a relatively high commercial vacancy rate, space in Bridgeport is affordable at 
50-75% less than in the suburbs. 

 Bridgeport needs more activity in its commercial corridors to thrive. Inactivity breeds 
inactivity; activity attracts more residents, who in turn attract more businesses. 

Opportunities  
 Build local entrepreneurial capability fit 

for Bridgeport conditions and desired 
by the community 

 Provide a mechanism for the people 
to share in Bridgeport’s renaissance 

 Increase awareness of Bridgeport 
products and services  

Risks 
 One or more of the trial retail or 

service launches could fail, though 
mitigated by tactical support, training, 
and incubation 

Value Delivered 
 Subsidized rent 
 Tactical support 
 Training on management, hiring, 

merchandising, bookkeeping and 
reporting 

 Marketing 
 Taxes 
 Self-determination, supplement family 

income, develop management skills 
 Residents able to shop locally, for 

goods and services tailored to their 
preferences 

 Vibrancy of storefront incubators will 
attract more residents and 
businesses, increasing foot traffic and 
sense of community and safety 

 Increase the tax rolls 

Value Captured 
 Revitalized otherwise vacant stores  
 Increase of goods and services 

available to residents, especially those 
relying on public transportation 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 Space to be divided into approximately 100 sq. ft. mini-stores using temporary 

dividers.  
o $24,000 for rent, utilities and insurance for 1000 square feet  
o $18,000 for fixtures.  



 

 

 
o $20,000 for initial fit-out 

 Experienced merchandiser. Vista has expressed interest in possibly providing some 
funding for one or more veteran merchants to serve in this capacity. The first year we 
would need $64,000 for salary and payroll taxes. 

 Bookkeeper to keep accounts for each tenant as well as the master account for the 
“parent” store. A part-time person $500 per month, $6000 per year. 

 Marketing: $19,000 first year 
 Training: $5,000 for formal training at HCC 
 BIP Board has several organizations, each of which can contribute valuable capability:  

The Entrepreneurship Foundation, Housatonic Community College, University of 
Bridgeport, Capital for Change, Pryceless Consulting, Hartford Prints! and the SBDC.    
Housatonic and UB will provide a formal introductory training program for all entering 
entrepreneurs; the Entrepreneurship Foundation will continue to provide project design 
and planning. The Innovation Manager and Board will assume overall responsibility. 

Catalytic Actions 
 Identify location with foot traffic and affordable rent, and close to move-in condition 
 Hire an experienced lead merchant/trainer 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment    
 High opportunity, moderate risk  



 

 

SOR4 – Entrepreneurs for the Bridgeport Economy   
Sub-SOR4b – Entrepreneurs Society 

Overview 
 Monthly gathering of entrepreneurs at all stages of development 
 Entrepreneurs guided through a sequential process, leading from ideation through 

technical and market validation to trial launch and full launch and profitability 
 Each entrepreneur remains until they succeed or learn their concept has a fatal flaw  
 Piloted last year on a six-month basis in New Haven. SBDC interested in seeing the 

program expanded to other cities. Meetings include: 
o Guest speakers 
o Generalist and specialist mentors assigned to each entrepreneur 
o Assessment of incoming entrepreneurs against benchmarks; identify next 

steps to reach profitability 
o Members receive planning and research materials  
o Goal setting and sharing  

Supporting Conditions 
 Battle-tested concept 
 University of Bridgeport Innovation Series has demonstrated that entrepreneurs from 

the region will attend meetings in Bridgeport regularly 
 Conditions analysis confirms there is adequate pent-up demand for entrepreneurship 

activities 
 SBDC supported the pilot in New Haven and indicated a willingness to support a 

Bridgeport chapter 
 Free space available at Downtown Library, HCC, UB 

Opportunities  
 Higher rate of successful startups 
 Peer mentoring 
 Engages all attendees in group 

problem-solving 
 Bring new businesses into the Center 

Risks 
 Lack of awareness 
 Lack of attendance, however can 

conduct exit interviews to gain input 
and pivot accordingly  

Value Delivered 
 Increased number of successful 

startups 

Value Captured 
 Number of new jobs 
 New jobs are sustained 

Capability and Resource Requirements 
 UB Entrepreneurship Center and HCC able to facilitate logistics, outreach, marketing, 

and arranging mentors and trainings 
 The Entrepreneurship Foundation can provide guidance on process and procedures, 

startup guides, financial planning spreadsheets, training PowerPoints 
 Budget $20,000 total 

o $10,000 for two interns to handle logistics and to maintain records of mentor 
advice and status of members and progress  

o $3000 for food and beverage at meetings 
o $2000 to Entrepreneurship Foundation for license and materials 
o $5000 for marketing  

Catalytic Actions 
 Recruit generalist mentors (entrepreneur case managers) and specialist mentors  
 Train mentors on startup and growth guide, benchmarking and sequential process of 

ideation > prep to launch > Trial launch > Full launch 
 Market and kick off 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment    
 High opportunity, low risk  



 

 

SOR 5 – Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport 

Overview 

 Fast-emerging industry that provides a low-cost and barriers to entry into 21st century manufacturing  

 Exploits the making of conventional ‘things’ and will be a primary driver in the rapidly growing ‘Internet 
of Things’ (IoT) and integration of embedded intelligence into physical products 

 Capability to enable small-scale manufacturing (e.g. TechShop), including: 
o Low-cost digital design may be sourced through global providers 
o Rapid prototyping  
o Small batch production and customization of individual products 
o Rapid market testing through established ecommerce outlets (e.g. Alibaba) and pre-production 

purchasing/funding through online crowd-funding sources 
o Rapid production scope and scaling to meet market demand as it emerges 

 Complementary to the American Museum of Manufacturing (AMM), an initiative of Kuchma 
Corporation (BIP Board member) 

Supporting Conditions 

 Rapid change in conventional manufacturing through advanced manufacturing methods (e.g. 
automation, machine learning) and growth in capability of emerging nations to manufacture and 
compete at a lower price 

 Job displacement is outpacing job replacement 

 Bridgeport’s history of leadership in manufacturing in the region 

 Existing latent manufacturing talent still available  

 Small factories are operating in Bridgeport 

 Availability of existing space to scale MM start-ups (e.g. Bridgeport Innovation Center) 

 Support of UB, Housatonic, and their capabilities 

Opportunities  

 Potential for economic development, 
particularly in communities ravaged by 
the loss of conventional manufacturing 
jobs 

Risks (If we do act) 

 Given Bridgeport manufacturing history, latent 
capability and capability of UB and HCC, ignoring the 
existing base and not testing this SOR 

 Being early to market without a clear analysis and 
strategy that drives economic development into 
Bridgeport 

Risk (if we don't act) 

 Missed opportunity to employ residents 

 Continued decline of Bridgeport jobs/economy  

Value Delivered  

 Bridgeport’s history of leadership in 
manufacturing in the region 

 Existing latent manufacturing talent 
that is still available to be drawn upon 

 Utilizes multiple properties' capability 
to promote micro-manufacturing in 
Bridgeport 

 Leverages inherent skills 

 Strengthens local customer and 
supplier chains 

Value Captured 

 Facility combined with the AMM would kick-start 
Bridgeport’s ability 

 Taps into narrative 

 Incubates new, innovative business 

 Re-claim past excellence in manufacturing 

 Provide clear path to enable Bridgeport 
entrepreneurs and existing manufacturers to play a 
key role in re-building local economy. 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Provision of specialist MM facility that allows the public, academia, business, government, and 
nonprofit access to a variety of equipment (e.g. CNC machines, laser cutters, 3D Printers) 



 

Catalytic Actions 

 Bring in capabilities of differing ethnic groups and immigrants 

 Rapid training and skills development 

 Fund study for a micro-manufacturing facility (Market, Study, Site Selection, Operational outline, 
Financial Plan) 

 Ownership of 30K sq. ft. building suggested for manufacturing facility transferred to AMOM 
(committed); then commission study for future museum 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment    

 High opportunity, moderate risk 

 

 



 

 

SOR 5 – Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport 
Sub-SOR 5a – Study for a Micro-Manufacturing facility,  

in conjunction with American Museum of Manufacturing 

Overview 

 Similar to TechShop and other facilities emerging in parts of the USA and globally 

 Study would address eight key objectives: 
o Evaluate the market for an open access makerspace as well as a community artist and co-

working space. 
o Identify and introduce ourselves to institutional and community stakeholders. 
o Identify and prioritize neighborhoods most conducive for a TechShop. 
o Evaluate real estate options and recommend at least one suitable location. 
o Develop programming and design concept with architectural test fit for the recommended location. 
o Present concept to community and stakeholders group and solicit feedback. 
o Propose an integrated design, development, operating, management, and marketing plan. 
o Develop Cap-Ex, OpEx, lease rates, and cash flow models identifying sources and uses of funds 

through the first five years of operation. 

Supporting Conditions 

 Early iterations (Maker Spaces) have emerged from past five years 

 With MM being such and emergent industry, an expert led team needs to be engaged in developing a 
balanced approach to how MM is approached in Bridgeport 

Opportunities  

 Innovate a Maker Space in Bridgeport 
for small batch manufacturers (i.e. 
TechShop, retail incubator, food 
production) 

Risks (if we do act) 

 High costs 

 Market is not ready – no buy-in 

 Lack of feasible location  
 
Risks (if we don't act) 

 Missed Opportunity 

Value Delivered (and measures) 

 An open access Maker Space as well 
as a community artist and co-working 
space 

 Identify BIP as instructional and 
community stakeholders 

Value Captured (and measures) 

 Financial Plan 

 Financial Modeling, capital & operational costs 

 Three- pro-forma scenarios: strong, expected & weak 

 Budget recommendation 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 $165,000 study: market study (months 1-6), site selection (months 1-3), operational study and 
financial plan (months 3-6):  

o Market demand analysis 
o Community support evaluation 
o Strategic partnership recommendation 

▪ Community and economic impact 
▪ Market competition 
▪ Location evaluation 
▪ Identification of two alternative locations 
▪ Co-location demand analysis and recommendation 
▪ Test fit 
▪ Summary of other similar projects 
▪ Sectors and programs of focus evaluation 
▪ Business model, including: 

 Marketing Plan 
 Organizational chart 
 Membership rates 



 

 Hours of operation 
 Financial Plan  

Catalytic Actions 

 Form sub-team of BIP Board to oversee the study, including representatives from UB, Housatonic, 
etc. 

 Fund Study for a micro-manufacturing facility (Market study, site selection, operational outline, 
financial plan) 

 Ownership of 30K sq. ft building suggested for manufacturing facility transferred to AMOM 
(committed); then commission study for future museum 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment    

 High opportunity, moderate risk 

 

 



 

 

SOR 5 – Micro-Manufacturing Bridgeport   
Sub-SOR 5b – Launch Weekend 

Overview 

 Focused on Product Ideation, Validation, R&D, and Commercialization for startups 

 Pre-event training sessions on ideation and feasibility analysis  

 Pilot in Fall 2017, targeted to students focusing on engineering students & researchers at Connecticut 
universities 

 Over the next 5 years, focus on Launch Weekends for community members, doubling enrollment of 
students and community members 

Supporting Conditions 

 University of Bridgeport has a strong engineering program, a robust culture of product 
commercialization, a world-class design school, and a well-staffed and equipped Entrepreneurship 
Center 

 Housatonic Community College has millions of dollars invested in a precision manufacturing center, 
eager to participate  

 Indeed offered to host the event pro-bono, providing prototyping support, meeting space and security 
for the event. 

 Sacred Heart and Fairfield Universities are additional assets to support the endeavor; other local 
colleges expressed interest  

 The Entrepreneurship Foundation ran a successful similar event 3 years ago at the University of 
Fairfield, the first maker Startup Weekend in the Eastern U.S. 

 Dean of UB School of Engineering will recruit students this summer 

Opportunities  

 Solidify Bridgeport’s leadership in the 
new micro-manufacturing industry 

 Attract product-oriented entrepreneurs 
from the region to Bridgeport 

 Provide much needed jobs  

 Collaborate with The 
Entrepreneurship Foundation 
(experience managing 8 startup 
weekends in CT and 2 Launch 
Weekends) 

Risks (If we do act) 

 Lack of interest by entrepreneurs 
 
Risks (If we act)  

 Missed opportunity  

 Investing proof-of-concept grants into undeserving 
products  

 Funds misappropriated; market surveys must 
validate adequate demand to be profitable before a 
prototyping voucher is granted. 

Value Delivered 

 Two full days of rigorous training, 
mentoring, and access to R&D talent 
and equipment 

 Room and board for two days 

 Continuous, as-needed coaching 

 Working with the three manufacturing 
incubators in Bridgeport 

 Uniting the resources of UB business 
and engineering schools to build and 
test prototypes of new product 
concepts 

 Validation of the market for 
commercialization 

 Graduate to one of Bridgeport’s 
manufacturing incubators 

Value Captured (and measures) 

 Validated product ideas eligible for proof-of-concept 
vouchers and connections to follow-on financing 
resources in the region (banks, SBS, angel investors) 

 New manufacturing startups that can be enabled by 
the TechShop (for short runs for product and market 
testing and iteration) 

 Repopulate vacant factory space in the Industrial 
Capital of Connecticut. 

 Recruitment talent of at least 24 volunteers, 
including: expert mentors, investors, engineering and 
business professors 



 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 The Bridgeport Holiday Inn has offered an affordable rate for sleeping rooms 

 Housatonic Community College has agreed to host pro bono 

 Deep list of volunteer mentors in the maker, legal, and business fields.  A modest participation fee 
from attendees  

 Cost - $50,000 ($20,000 for room and board & direct expenses for 100 innovators;  $5,000 for 
overhead and marketing; $25,000 for proof-of-concept grants.) 

 Funding: The Entrepreneurship Foundation has committed $5000 toward the inaugural year expense. 

Catalytic Actions 

 Date selected: October 14-15, 2017 

 Location selected: Housatonic Community College 

 UB and Housatonic as key partners 

 Commitment for event after funding, through Sct 5 of Act 16.3 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment  

 High opportunity, low risk 

 



 

 

 

 

SOR 6 – Fund Bridgeport 

Overview 

 Estimate funding required to maintain and fully fund each phase of BIP Strategy 

 Develop the value proposition used to attract funders/supporters 

 Identify people and institutions that care about BIP vision – advocates, beneficiaries, cheerleaders 

 Leverage partnerships and identify intersecting ideas, projects and programs that will increase the 
capacity and amount of funding – ex. The Workplace receives funding for entrepreneurship  

 Identify impactful pilot projects that demonstrate the BIP value proposition 

 Need to establish credibility and trust 

Supporting Conditions 

 Key community partners have competing interests 

 Difficult to secure operations funding long-term; attracting corporate support is competitive 

 CTNext can’t fund everything we hope to do  

 Growth in millennial leadership and entrepreneurship “movements” – opportunity for new ideas 

 Largest number of manufacturers in the state – capitalize on “made local” 

 Corporate generosity goes unrecognized 

 Funders dislike redundancy and inefficiency; collaboration is the new black 

Opportunities  

 Leveraging partnerships as lasagna 
funding for BIP 

 Utilize initial funding for highest impact 
and leverage new funding 

 Increased interest and investment that 
facilitates additional and new funding 
for BIP 

Risks (if we do act) 

 Over promise, under deliver  

 Funding and key partner competition creates 
unintended rivalries 

 Inability to secure funding or low value demonstration 
projects inhibit future funding  

Risks (if we don’t act) 

 Inability to secure funding beyond CTNext to 
implement strategy 

 Loss of trust in BIP process  

Value Delivered 

 Model for collaboration, mutually 
beneficial funding reduces silos  

 Potential for new facet of local 
economic development capacity 

Value Captured 

 Ability to effectively implement BIP plan and vision for 
the city 

Capability and Resource Requirements 

 Compelling, dynamic and evolving presentation and value proposition 

 Tap into BIP Network  

 Innovation Manager with capacity to implement a fundraising plan 

 Resources - $20,000 

Catalytic Actions 

 Create presentation, including budget  

 Plan B in the event CTNext does not fund Phase 1 

 Hire Innovation Manager, then engage BIP Network 

 Develop fundraising plan with diverse funding streams  

 Identify potential funders, beyond the usual partners 

Overall Opportunity-Risk Assessment 

 High risk, high opportunity  


